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Agenda

• Quick review of core benefits for seniors
• Findings from I&R survey
• Benefits outreach

o What the field is doing
o What we’ve learned from research/testing
o Sample materials

• Let’s hear from you!
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Core Benefits for Seniors
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Core Benefits for Seniors: Extra Help/LIS

• Part D Low Income Subsidy (LIS/Extra 
Help) is administered by Social 
Security Administration and Medicare
o Apply through Social Security

• Helps pay Medicare Part D (drug plan) 
costs for people with limited 
income/resources (income below 
150% FPL, limited assets)

• People pay between $1.25 and $8.35 
for drugs at pharmacy
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• Financed by Medicaid; help pay Medicare
premiums and cost-sharing for those with low 
income/resources
o Four programs: QMB, SLMB, QI, QDWI
o Apply through Medicaid office

• Qualify with income up to 135% Federal poverty 
level, limited assets
o Several states have raised income 

thresholds/eliminated asset test
o Higher levels/income disregards for QDWI

• Automatically get Part D Extra Help

Core Benefits for Seniors: Medicare Savings Programs
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Core Benefits for Seniors: SNAP/Food Stamps

• Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP) is administered by the 
USDA Food & Nutrition Service
o Apply through local SNAP office

• Eligibility criteria vary widely by state 
(100% FPL net income is federal 
threshold)
o Net income considered for seniors/person with 

disabilities
o Lots of income deductions, including medical 

expenses
 Can get higher benefit if they have more than 

$35/month in out-of-pocket medical expenses

• Average benefit for senior is $108/month
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Core Benefits for Seniors: LIHEAP

• The Low Income Home Energy Assistance 
Program (LIHEAP) is a block grant to states and 
territories from the U.S. Administration for 
Children and Families (HHS)
o Usually a short window each season to apply
o Most funds expended in winter
o Community action agencies administer grant locally

• Helps with home heating and cooling costs
• Qualify if income is below 150% FPL (higher in 

some states)
o Households with seniors and young children get 

priority
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Findings from the I&R Survey



2018 Survey: Background

■ Survey of I&R/A Specialists in 
Aging and Disability Networks:
■ Assesses the state of I&R/A systems 

serving older adults, persons with 
disabilities, and family and friend 
caregivers

■ Highlights trends and developments in 
the provision of I&R/A services

■ Partnership between NASUAD and 
NCIL (National Council on Independent 
Living) 

■ Last survey conducted in 2015
■ 2018 survey in the field from April 5 

through April 30, 2018
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2018 Survey: Methodology

■Used a web-based survey instrument

■ Disseminated through NASUAD and NCIL to 
state-level agency directors and to agencies 
within the aging and disability networks

■ Sharing preliminary results
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Learning from Our Peers

■ What are your benefits outreach tools and experiences?

■ Keep this question in mind!
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2018 Survey: Respondents
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Chart1

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)

		Other Non-Profit Organization

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)

		211



0.342

0.253

0.195

0.109

0.097

0.005



Sheet 1

		Type of Agency

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		34.20%		151

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.30%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.50%		86

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		10.90%		48

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		9.70%		43

		211		0.50%		2

				Totals		442
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SUrvey Respondents





Most Frequently Requested Services
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Most Frequent Unmet Service Needs
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Growing Need, Changing Roles

■ Trend data indicates that I&R/A specialists are taking on more responsibilities with 
regards to community outreach, eligibility screening, application assistance and 
more to help connect people to benefits and services. As described by specialists:
 My job requires me to know program eligibility referral process and how to 

access services. I guide clients through these steps, and give them the details 
that they need.

 Job responsibilities have greatly increased in application assistance for public 
benefits due to office closures and automated phone lines.

 Human service agencies are not able to work with clients and assist as they 
have in the past and clients are coming to us. We are picking up the slack from 
other agencies (government). 

 Increased volume of calls and more complex calls. Assessments required for 
screening have also increased. 

 State funding for assistance has been cut so consumers are looking for other 
means to meet the financial gaps.
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Screening for Medicare Low-Income 
Subsidies 

Do I&R/A Specialists in your agency screen for potential eligibility for Medicare low-
income subsidies (Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income 
Subsidy “Extra Help”)?
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Screening Tool for Medicare Low-
Income Subsidies

■ If agencies said that their I&R Specialists screen for 
potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies, 
then we asked them to describe the tool that their agency 
uses

■ Common responses included:
 Agency specific tools
 Having a conversation with the individual about eligibility 

standards
 Program specific tool
 State universal assessment
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Application Assistance for Medicare 
Low-Income Subsidies

Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals 
applying for Medicare low-income subsidies?
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Chart1

		My agency provides application assistance

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance

		Other



N=353

My agency provides application assistance, []

My agency refers individuals to other organizations, []

Other, []

0.567

0.363

0.071



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362





22. Screen for Medicare LIS
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.
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25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.
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26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines
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29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		



N=352

Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Referral Agencies

• For respondents who said that they refer to other 
organizations for application assistance for Medicare low-
income subsidies, common responses for who they refer to 
include:

• State Health Insurance Assistance Programs (SHIP)
• Aging and Disability Resource Centers
• Area Agencies on Aging
• Department of Human Services
• Social Security Offices
• Contracted agencies serving their area
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Application Assistance Breakdown by 
Agency Type
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Medicare Low-Income Subsidy Application Assistance by Agency Type

Area Agency on Aging (N=130) Aging and Disability Resource Center (N=36)

Center for Independent Living (N=94) State Agency Aging (and/or Disability) (N=36)

Other Non-Profit Organization (N=53)



Training for Medicare Low-Income 
Subsidies

Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the 
Medicare low-income subsidies?
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Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know



N=296

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

0.615

0.26

0.125



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362





22. Screen for Medicare LIS
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.





24. Application Assistance MLIS
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25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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agencies that provide application assistance for snap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines
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Screen for LIHEAP Eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		



N=352

Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Screening for SNAP

Do I&R/A Specialists in your agency screen for potential eligibility for SNAP
(Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

22


Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know



N=355

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

0.465

0.448

0.087



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.





24. Application Assistance MLIS
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25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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agencies that provide application assistance for snap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines
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Screen for LIHEAP Eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		



N=352

Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Screening Tool for SNAP

■ If agencies said that their I&R Specialists screen for 
potential eligibility for SNAP, then we asked them to 
describe the tool that their agency uses

■ Common responses included:
 SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria
 Direct individual to the application
 Agency specific tool

23



Application Assistance for SNAP

Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals 
applying for SNAP?

24


Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know

		Other



N=355

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []

0.549

0.304

0.07

0.076



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362





22. Screen for Medicare LIS
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.





24. Application Assistance MLIS
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Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

My agency provides application assistance, []

My agency refers individuals to other organizations, []

Other, []



MLIS Crosstab

		See separate spreadsheet





25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.





25. Screen for SNAP
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing





27. Application SNAP
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agencies that provide application assistance for snap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines





28. Screen for LIHEAP
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Screen for LIHEAP Eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP
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Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Comments for SNAP

■ Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form to increase the 
number of older adults applying for SNAP

■ Submit and track applications in state data system; trouble 
shoot problems before consumers are mailed notices

■ SNAP handled by their state agency

25



Screening for LIHEAP

Do I&R/A Specialists in your agency screen for potential eligibility 
for LIHEAP (Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

26


Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know



N=351

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

0.462

0.464

0.074



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362





22. Screen for Medicare LIS
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.
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Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

My agency provides application assistance, []

My agency refers individuals to other organizations, []

Other, []



MLIS Crosstab

		See separate spreadsheet





25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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agencies that provide application assistance for snap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines





28. Screen for LIHEAP
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Screen for LIHEAP Eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP
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Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap
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Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Screening Tool for LIHEAP

■ If respondents said that their I&R Specialists screen for 
potential eligibility for LIHEAP, then we asked them to 
describe the tool that their agency uses

■ Common responses included:
 Individual’s income and eligibility guidelines
 Agency-specific tool
 Share information and give/send the application to the 

individual

27



Application Assistance for LIHEAP

Does your agency provide application assistance to 
individuals applying for LIHEAP?

28


Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know

		Other



N=352

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []

0.46

0.406

0.065

0.068



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.
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Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

My agency provides application assistance, []

My agency refers individuals to other organizations, []

Other, []



MLIS Crosstab

		See separate spreadsheet





25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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agencies that provide application assistance for snap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines





28. Screen for LIHEAP
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Screen for LIHEAP Eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20





30. Application Assist LIHEAP
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Agencies that provide application assistance for liheap

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp
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Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Comments for LIHEAP

■ Provide assistance if individual is not able to apply on their 
own. If they have a cut off notice, agency will send them to 
the local Energy Assistance office.

■ Relationship with 3 local agencies contracted to provide 
LIHEAP

■ Referral to Community Action Agencies

29



BenefitsCheckUp® 

Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® to screen 
individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

30


Chart1

		Yes

		No

		Do not know

		Other



N=348

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []

0.181

0.52

0.184

0.115



Aggregate Data

		AIRS- MIPPA 5.14.18

		Aging and Disability 2018 Information & Referral/Assistance National Survey

		Response Counts

				Count		Percent

		Complete		301		67.20%

		Partial		147		32.80%

		Disqualified		0		0.00%

		Totals		448

		State:

		Value		Percent		Count

		Alabama		1.60%		7

		Alaska		1.10%		5

		Arizona		1.10%		5

		Arkansas		0.90%		4

		California		4.70%		21

		Colorado		4.00%		18

		Connecticut		2.00%		9

		Delaware		0.40%		2

		Florida		1.10%		5

		Georgia		1.80%		8

		Hawaii		1.30%		6

		Idaho		1.60%		7

		Illinois		3.10%		14

		Indiana		3.60%		16

		Iowa		1.80%		8

		Kansas		0.70%		3

		Kentucky		0.90%		4

		Louisiana		0.20%		1

		Maryland		4.20%		19

		Massachusetts		5.10%		23

		Michigan		0.70%		3

		Minnesota		0.40%		2

		Mississippi		0.40%		2

		Missouri		3.80%		17

		Montana		0.90%		4

		Nebraska		0.90%		4

		Nevada		9.80%		44

		New Hampshire		0.20%		1

		New Jersey		2.90%		13

		New Mexico		0.40%		2

		New York		4.20%		19

		North Carolina		0.40%		2

		North Dakota		1.10%		5

		Ohio		3.60%		16

		Oklahoma		2.70%		12

		Oregon		1.80%		8

		Pennsylvania		5.10%		23

		Puerto Rico		0.20%		1

		Rhode Island		0.90%		4

		South Carolina		0.20%		1

		South Dakota		0.20%		1

		Tennessee		3.60%		16

		Texas		2.00%		9

		Utah		0.70%		3

		Vermont		0.40%		2

		Virginia		3.60%		16

		Washington		3.80%		17

		Washington, D.C.		1.60%		7

		Wisconsin		1.80%		8

		Wyoming		0.20%		1

				Totals		448

		Staff Name:

		Count		Response

		2		Leslie

		1		ABC HIj

		1		ADRC

		1		AJacob

		1		Ada vanderford

		1		Alexa Mavroidis

		1		Alicia Gumski

		1		Allison Riddle

		1		Amanda Distefano

		1		Amanda Rens-Moon

		1		Amanda Smith

		1		Amelissa James

		1		Amy Boucher

		1		Amy Fish

		1		Amy Rowan

		1		Angela Miyamoto

		1		Ann Satariano

		1		Anna Maria Owens

		1		Anna Randall

		1		Annette C. Tashiro

		1		Annette Tashiro

		1		Ark Tadder

		1		Ashley Martin

		1		Athena Nicholls

		1		Audrey Sellers

		1		Barbara Davis

		1		Barbara Eskildsen

		1		Barbara Lockard

		1		Barbara Nichols

		1		Bea Trainham

		1		Beata Karpinska-Prehn

		1		Becky Martin

		1		Beth Jackson

		1		Beth James

		1		Beth Quarles

		1		Beth QuarlesE

		1		Beverly Kidder

		1		Bob Donnelly

		1		Bonny DiTomasso

		1		Brenda

		1		Brenda Jepson

		1		Brenda Moss

		1		Brett Robinson

		1		Brian

		1		Brittany Phillips

		1		Brittany Tucker

		1		C. Moore

		1		Cara Pellino

		1		Carlotta Alston

		1		Carol Ellis

		1		Carol Seest

		1		Carolyn Chambers

		1		Carolyn K Pelletier

		1		Cassie

		1		Cathy DeLuca

		1		Cathy Lucero

		1		Charlotte Stewart

		1		Cheryl Bolias

		1		Cheryl Harris

		1		Chris Bobbitt

		1		Chris Daunhauer

		1		Chris Gallagher

		1		Chris Oakes

		1		Chris Stone

		1		Chrissy

		1		Christie Higgins

		1		Christie Valenzuela

		1		Christina Fishbein

		1		Christina Fulton

		1		Christine Alcorn

		1		Christopher Moore

		1		Christy Gibson

		1		Cindy Clark

		1		Clay Kempf

		1		Connie Montgomery

		1		Corrie Blythe

		1		Cory Lutz

		1		Craig Young

		1		Crystal Torres

		1		Cynthia Smith

		1		D. Boykin

		1		Dana Beguerie

		1		Daniel Brown

		1		Daria Smith

		1		Darrel Christenson

		1		David Barrett

		1		David Wiltsee

		1		Dawn Menya

		1		Deb Cavalier

		1		Debbie Gregory

		1		Debbie Hehir

		1		Debbie Keller

		1		Debbie Odom

		1		Deborah Schwendiman

		1		Debra

		1		Debra L Petermann

		1		Debra Wells

		1		Demarie Jones

		1		Denise V. Stewart

		1		Denise Wardle

		1		Devon Holland

		1		Diana Barrett

		1		Don Hartje

		1		Donna Farrell

		1		Donna Jasper

		1		Donna Shecrallah

		1		Doreen Hespell

		1		Dorothy Turner Montague

		1		Ed Holen

		1		Edgardo Vega

		1		Eileen Doremus

		1		Eileen Murphy

		1		Elena Perez

		1		Elissa Schley/ Andrea Werlinger

		1		Elizabeth DiArcangelo

		1		Elizabeth Holena

		1		Elizabeth Mason

		1		Elizabeth Stebbins

		1		Ellen Grossman

		1		Elsa Quezada

		1		Elyssa Gonzales

		1		Eram Abbasi

		1		Erika Okonsky

		1		Erin Davis

		1		Eugenia Kendall

		1		Evette Woods

		1		Fabiola Aguilar

		1		Faye Johnson

		1		Francisco Rojas

		1		Frida Aizenman

		1		Gage VanDine

		1		Geoff Biringer

		1		George Gondo

		1		George Worthington

		1		Gerry Dickinson

		1		Gini Cunningham

		1		Gloritza Gonzalez

		1		Gretchen Peters

		1		Gretta Jones

		1		Griseyda Belalcazar

		1		Hayley Varin

		1		Heather Kenning

		1		Heather Lindquist

		1		Hilda Velasco

		1		Holly Tuttle, MA

		1		Ignacio Bilbao

		1		Irene Kutz

		1		Ivan Espinoza

		1		JENNIFER COKE

		1		Jackie Corn

		1		Jackie Dover

		1		Jackie Rohan

		1		Jacob Irish

		1		Jacquelyn Bradley

		1		Jade Vail

		1		Jamie Saunders

		1		Jamie Tyson

		1		Jan Day

		1		Jane Eleey

		1		Janeashia Williams

		1		Janelle Groover

		1		Janice Piper

		1		Janie Peachee

		1		Jayne LaFavor

		1		Jenesis

		1		Jenesis Lindbo

		1		Jennifer

		1		Jennifer Gant

		1		Jennifer Sibley

		1		Jennifer Witherspoon

		1		Jerry Anthony Gamble

		1		Jessica

		1		Jessica Chaiken

		1		Jessica Gantner

		1		Jessica Pruett

		1		Jessica Taylor

		1		Jo-Ann Leitch

		1		Joan Wessell

		1		Joanne Grossman

		1		Joanne McDermitt

		1		Joe G. Rivers

		1		Joel Whetstone

		1		Joni Inglis

		1		Joy Rowe

		1		Judy Andreson

		1		Judy Rupp

		1		Judy Wroda

		1		Julie

		1		Julie Alexander

		1		Julie Bergeson

		1		Julie Olson-Tobias

		1		Julie Shaw

		1		Julie VanOrden

		1		Julie Waters

		1		Justin Moor

		1		Kaitlyn

		1		Karen Hannigan

		1		Karen Leonovich

		1		Karen Prince

		1		Karen Prout

		1		Karen Ryder

		1		Karen Sedberry

		1		Karla Wright

		1		Karyn Wylie

		1		Katheryn Foglesong

		1		Kathi Lynn

		1		Kathleen Peterson

		1		Kathryn Van Curen

		1		Kathy Erickson

		1		Kathy Kay

		1		Katie

		1		Katie Collins-Ihrke

		1		Katy Harrison

		1		Kay Harlan

		1		Kay Hart

		1		Kay Vanags

		1		Kelly Allen

		1		Kelly Rodriguez

		1		KenYada Washington

		1		Kenneth Thompson

		1		Kerrie Reidelbach

		1		Kerry Aguirre

		1		Kim

		1		Kim Olson

		1		Kim Thiel Schaaf

		1		Kristen Letourneau

		1		Kristi Shannon

		1		Kristi Tischer

		1		Kristin Paus

		1		Kristina Ervin

		1		Kristina Manriquez

		1		Kristy McIntyre

		1		L Jacobs

		1		La'Toya Jackson

		1		LaVerdia McCullough

		1		Lacey Hanson

		1		Laura Barber

		1		Laura Dicker

		1		Laura E Heuzey

		1		Laurie Padgett

		1		Leland Kiang

		1		Lesa Harris

		1		Lesley Rigg

		1		Lesley Turner

		1		Leslie Baker

		1		Leslie Brewer

		1		Lexie Bartunek

		1		Lidia Larios

		1		Linda Madsen

		1		Linda Miller

		1		Linda Moore

		1		Linda Rathbun

		1		Linette Young

		1		Lisa Koch

		1		Lisa Leon

		1		Lisa Martin

		1		Lisa Morley

		1		Lise Blumberg

		1		Liz

		1		Lori

		1		Lori Brannan

		1		Lori Romero

		1		Lori Zimmerman

		1		Lorraine Petrie

		1		Lorrie Jarnagin

		1		Louise Hogan

		1		Lucille Pakootas

		1		Luis A Jusino

		1		Lydia C Davis

		1		Lynda Meyer

		1		Lynn Kimball

		1		MARITTA COFFEY

		1		Mackenzie Thiessen

		1		Maggie Webb

		1		Marci

		1		Marcia Blake

		1		Maria Magana

		1		Marie

		1		Marilyn Gunter

		1		Marisa Vescio

		1		Mark

		1		Mark Harvey

		1		Marlea Hoyt

		1		Marnie Mountjoy

		1		Marsha Johnson

		1		Marsha Krantz-Taylor

		1		Marshall Coffman

		1		Mary Ann Eusebio

		1		Mary Jo Fletchall

		1		Mary Ladd

		1		Mary Lopez

		1		Mary Lu Shipstad

		1		Mary Moran

		1		Mary Pivawer

		1		Mary Updike

		1		Mary Woodruff

		1		Matthew Portwood

		1		Maurine Strickland

		1		Mavis Ravin

		1		Megan Conway

		1		Megan Hart

		1		Megan Napierkowski

		1		Megan Velasquez

		1		Megan Vogt

		1		Melissa

		1		Melissa Bennett

		1		Melissa Steele

		1		Meri Helbig

		1		Miaka

		1		Micah Wood

		1		Michael Burke

		1		Michele Robinson

		1		Michelle

		1		Michelle Gayette

		1		Michelle Richards

		1		Michelle Satterfield

		1		Mike Hineberg

		1		Mike Lightbody

		1		Millie Oram

		1		Missy Dickenson

		1		Missy Martin

		1		Molly

		1		Molly Sherpa

		1		Monica Wolfe

		1		Mónica McKenzie

		1		Nalani Aki

		1		Nancy Pope

		1		Natalie Albee

		1		Natalie Zarrillo

		1		Nels Holmgren

		1		Nicci Annen

		1		Nicole Gustafson

		1		Norma Circle

		1		Pamala Mondragon

		1		Pamela Patula

		1		Patricia Richardson

		1		Patricia Tindall

		1		Patrick Dennis Powell

		1		Patrick Hickey

		1		Patty Callahan

		1		Paula Faulkner

		1		Paula Margeson

		1		Peggy Anderson

		1		Peggy Luukkonen

		1		Peggy Wilkins

		1		Perry Smith

		1		Peter Adamczak

		1		Philip Ana

		1		Rachel Anderson

		1		Rachel Jacobsen

		1		Ramonda

		1		Rasa Kaunelis

		1		Rebecca

		1		Rebecca Schneider

		1		Rebecca Wilkinson

		1		Renaldo Mendez

		1		Rene Thompson

		1		Richard Flores

		1		Robert Blumenfeld

		1		Roberto Rivera

		1		Roger Howard

		1		Roger Reich

		1		Roma Costanza

		1		Rosi

		1		Ruth Benjamin

		1		Sabra McWhirter

		1		Sally Beckley

		1		Samantha

		1		Samantha Humphreys

		1		Sandi Smith

		1		Sandie Sullivan

		1		Sandra Castaneda

		1		Sandy Popp

		1		Sandy Yates

		1		Sara Boufalla

		1		Sara Tribe Clark

		1		Sarah Bush

		1		Sarah Stein

		1		Scott Carpenter

		1		Shannon Halvorsen

		1		Shannon Hensley

		1		Shannon Murphy

		1		Shannon Wilkinson

		1		Shari Ellis

		1		Shari Veleba

		1		Sharon Gesek

		1		Sharon Pickard

		1		Sharrie Mora

		1		Shawnett Viani

		1		Sheila Thomas

		1		Shelly Simmons

		1		Sherri Myers

		1		Sherri Sore

		1		Sonya Davis

		1		Soraya

		1		Stacy Powell McBride

		1		Stan Heater

		1		Stephanie

		1		Steve Schmitt

		1		Steven Parker

		1		Sue Austin

		1		Susan Lewis

		1		Susan Molloy

		1		Susan Shepherd

		1		Susan Weiss

		1		Susie Keesling

		1		Suzanne Crisp

		1		Tammy Mayes

		1		Tammy Themel

		1		Tamra Walston

		1		Tara Ingram

		1		Teresa

		1		Tess Tomasi

		1		Theresa Foster

		1		Theresia Kody

		1		Thom O'Connor

		1		Thomas Alberts

		1		Tim Shearer

		1		Tina

		1		Tina Zsenak

		1		Todd Coffey

		1		Toni Browning

		1		Tracey Age

		1		Tracy Sommer

		1		Trina Lytle

		1		Vadonia Mallory

		1		Valerie Emery

		1		Valerie Sampson

		1		Valerie Tsosie

		1		Vicki Belluomini

		1		Victoria Mason

		1		Vince Brancaccio

		1		Viola Monrreal

		1		Virgil Edwards

		1		Vito Lucido

		1		Vivian Clayton

		1		Viviane Dumas

		1		Wilson Tam

		1		Yolanda

		1		colleen Downes

		1		kathleen heren

		1		kathleen mccord

		1		kris joint

		1		libby Rossett-Brown

		1		peter

		1		sherri

		1		stacy malone miller

		Job Title:

		Count		Response

		35		Executive Director

		10		Director

		7		Program Specialist

		6		CEO

		6		Independent Living Specialist

		5		ADRC Coordinator

		5		Administrative Assistant

		5		Information and Referral Specialist

		4		Outreach Coordinator

		3		ADRC Program Manager

		3		Administrator

		3		Assistant Director

		3		Intake Coordinator

		3		Manager

		3		Program Director

		3		Program Manager

		3		Service Coordinator

		2		ADRC Director

		2		ADRC Supervisor

		2		ADRN Director

		2		Associate Director

		2		Case Manager

		2		Community Health Outreach Worker

		2		Director ADRC

		2		Director of Client Services

		2		Family Peer Advocate

		2		I & A

		2		I & A Specialist

		2		I&A

		2		I&A Specialist

		2		IL Coordinator

		2		Information & Referral Specialist

		2		Information Services Manager

		2		Information Specialist

		2		MAP Coordinator

		2		Operations Manager

		2		Peer Mentor

		2		Program Administrator

		2		Resource Coordinator

		2		Supervisor

		2		advocate

		1		AAA Program Manager

		1		AAA/ADRC Director

		1		ADRC & Community Outreach Manager

		1		ADRC Division Manager

		1		ADRC Manaager

		1		ADRC Manager

		1		ADRC Program and Technical Specialist

		1		ADRC Programs Coordinator

		1		ADRC Project Planner

		1		ADRC Resource Specialist

		1		ADRC Specialis

		1		ADRC Team Leader

		1		ADRC and Transition Manager

		1		ADRC/Senior Connections Unit Manager

		1		ASCOG Information and Assistance

		1		Access Services Coordinator

		1		Admin & Program Support Specialist

		1		Adult services Supervisor

		1		Advocacy Director

		1		Advocacy Outreach Coordinator

		1		Advocate

		1		Agency Administrator

		1		Agency Director

		1		Aging Information Services Manager

		1		Aging Program Consultant

		1		Aging Social Services Maryland Access Point Coordinator

		1		Aging and Disability Program Specialist

		1		Aging and Disability Resources Program Specialist

		1		Area Agency on Aging Planner

		1		Assistance Coordinator

		1		Assistant Administrator

		1		Assistant Director of Home Care

		1		Assistant Division Director

		1		Assistive Technology Assistant

		1		Associate Director, ADRC

		1		Asst Director

		1		BOOKKEEPER

		1		Behavioral Health Peer Advocate

		1		Bookkeeper

		1		Bureau Chief, Aging Services

		1		C0-Manager

		1		CASE MANAGER

		1		CCU Director

		1		COO

		1		Care Team Social Worker and Quality Assurance Manager

		1		Caregiver Coordinator

		1		Caregiver Specialist

		1		Caregiver parent

		1		Case Case Manager

		1		Case Technician

		1		Cheif of Staff

		1		Chief Program Development

		1		Client Access Team Leader

		1		Client Services

		1		Community Care Ombudsman

		1		Community Education

		1		Community Living Programs Manager

		1		Community Living Relocation Specialist

		1		Community Options & Services Manager

		1		Community Organizer

		1		Community Planner

		1		Community Programs Team Manager

		1		Community Resource Specialist

		1		Community Service Program Assistant 1/CIRS-A/D

		1		Community Service Worker

		1		Community Services Director

		1		Community Services Program Coordinator 2

		1		Comunity programs specialist

		1		Consumer Advocate, LSW

		1		County Coordinator

		1		County Executive on Aging

		1		Customer Service Community Relations Specialist

		1		DME Coordinator/I&R Specialist

		1		Deputy Ast. Secretary

		1		Deputy Director

		1		Dietitian, Nutrition Program Manager

		1		Dir, Independent Living Services

		1		Dir. of Health Management and research

		1		Dirctor

		1		Director of ADRC Planning and Programming

		1		Director of Advocacy and Services

		1		Director of Aging and Disability Services

		1		Director of CCU Services

		1		Director of Care Management

		1		Director of Customer Care

		1		Director of Employment Services, IDD

		1		Director of LifeLong Links Call Center

		1		Director of Public Policy and Advocacy

		1		Director of Social Services

		1		Director of Strategic Initiatives

		1		Director, ADRC

		1		Director, Education and Community Services

		1		Director, Research and Grants

		1		Disability Rights Advocate

		1		Disability Specialist

		1		Division Director

		1		Division Director, I & A

		1		EHDI Coordinator

		1		Elder Benefit Specialist

		1		Elder Outreach Coordinator

		1		Ex. Director

		1		Exec. Director

		1		Execuitve Director

		1		Executive Assistant

		1		Executive Assistant5

		1		Executive director

		1		Family Service Service Coordinator

		1		Family Specialist

		1		Field Representative

		1		GOC III

		1		Geriatric Pharmacist

		1		Health Program Manager III

		1		Healthy Aging Program Manager

		1		Helping Hands Clerk

		1		Helpline Director

		1		Home and Community Based  Programs Supervisor

		1		I & A Coordinator

		1		I & R Coordinator

		1		I & R Specialist

		1		I & R Supervisor

		1		I and A specialist

		1		I&A Program Manager

		1		I&A/Care Management Supervisor

		1		I&A/Caregiver Coordinator

		1		I&R Mgr.

		1		I&R Program Manager

		1		I&R Specialist

		1		I&R Specialist Aging & Disability

		1		I&R Supervisor

		1		I&R/A Coordinator

		1		I/A

		1		I/L Coordinator and O/B Specialist

		1		IL Advocate

		1		IL INFO REF SPEC

		1		IL Specialist

		1		IL case coordinator

		1		IL coordinator

		1		ILA

		1		ILS Specialist

		1		IR Specialist

		1		IR/A Specialist

		1		Independent Living Advocate

		1		Independent Living Advocate/Options Counselor

		1		Independent Living Coordinator

		1		Independent Living Counselor

		1		Independent Living Services Manager

		1		Independent Living Specialist/Transition Manager

		1		Informatin & Referral

		1		Information & Assistance

		1		Information & Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information & Assistance Specialist

		1		Information & Referral Coordinator

		1		Information & Referral Manager

		1		Information & Referral Supervisor

		1		Information and Assistance Coordinator

		1		Information and Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Assistance, Options and Enrollment Counseling Coordinator

		1		Information and Referral Advocate

		1		Information and Referral Assistance Specialist

		1		Information and Referral Coordinator

		1		Intake

		1		Intake Specialist

		1		Intake/I&R Supervisor

		1		Integrated Care Manager

		1		LTCOP Regional Coordinator

		1		Lead Independent Living Specialist

		1		LifeLong Links Director

		1		LifeLong Links Sr. Manager

		1		Long Term Care Disability Specialist

		1		Low Vision Coordinator

		1		MAC Center Director

		1		MAC Department Head

		1		MAP

		1		MAP Program Mgr.

		1		MAP Supervisor

		1		MAP/SHIP/SMP  programs coordinator

		1		MIS

		1		MN Help Network Lead/ HUB & Response Center Supervisor

		1		Manager of Advocacy

		1		Manager of Care Coordination

		1		Manager, Community Resources

		1		Manager, SUA

		1		Marketing Director

		1		Marketing and Development Supervisor

		1		Media and Information Services Manager

		1		Mental Health Advocate

		1		NFB Affiliate Secretary for the State of Nevada

		1		Nevada 2-1-1 Manager

		1		No Wrong Door / Independent Living Spec / NY Connects

		1		No Wrong Door Service Mgr.

		1		NoWrongDoor Expansion Specialist

		1		OAA Program Manager

		1		Office Assistant

		1		Office Manager

		1		Options Counselor

		1		Options Counselor Supervisor

		1		Outreach Peer Advocate

		1		Outreach worker

		1		Pantry Director

		1		Planner

		1		Policy Manager

		1		Program Consultant 3

		1		Program Coordinator

		1		Program Coordinator of Information and Assistance

		1		Program Coordintor

		1		Program Manager, Information & Referral

		1		Program Specialist II

		1		Program and Planning Division Chief

		1		Programs Administrator

		1		Project Coordinator

		1		Project Director

		1		Public Information Director

		1		REsource Specialist

		1		Records Control Clerk

		1		Records Manager

		1		Regional Director

		1		Regional Director of Operations

		1		Regional Program Manager

		1		Rehab Assistance for people   with Environmental Illness/Intolerance

		1		Resource Center Manager

		1		Resource Specialist

		1		Resource Specialist/Medicaid Waiver PCI

		1		Respite Coordinator

		1		SHIP Advisor

		1		SHIP Coordinator/Counselor

		1		Schultz

		1		Secretary

		1		Section Manager

		1		Senior Advisor

		1		Senior Assembly Member

		1		Senior Program Administrator

		1		Senior Services Supervisor

		1		Social Services Manager

		1		Special Projects Mgr

		1		Staff Assistant

		1		Supervisor Information & Referral Dept.

		1		Supervisor, ADCR

		1		Support Coordinator Supervisor

		1		Supv. for Intake & Referral

		1		Teachnical Assistance Coordinator

		1		Training Specialist

		1		Transition Coordinator

		1		Transition Coordinator/Community Connector

		1		Transition Specialist

		1		Transitions Coordinator

		1		Transportation Manager

		1		Van driver

		1		Veterans/Independent Living Advocate

		1		Vice President of Community Integration

		1		Volunteer Coordinator

		1		Youth Transition Coordinator

		1		adrc

		1		client relations director

		1		community programs supervisor

		1		community service manager

		1		human services program consultant

		1		long term care ombudsman

		1		receptionist

		1		social worker

		1		supervisor

		1		support staff

		1		volunteer

		1		youth specialist

		Agency Name:

		Count		Response

		9		Helping Hands of Vegas Valley

		7		NRCIL

		4		DC Office on Aging

		3		CCCIL

		3		Northwest Regional Council

		3		RCIL

		2		ADRC

		2		Access To Independence

		2		Appalachian Independence Center

		2		Area Agency on Aging

		2		CILWW

		2		Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		2		Disability Action Center

		2		Disability Network Northern Michigan

		2		Disability Resource Center

		2		IndependenceFirst

		2		Iowa Department on Aging

		2		Maui County Office on Aging

		2		Nevada Senior Services

		2		North Shore Elder Services

		2		RRCI

		2		Springwell

		2		The Ability Center of Greater Toledo

		2		The Center for Disability Empowerment

		2		Tri-County Independent Living

		2		Union County Division on Aging

		2		Western Illinois Area Agency on Aging

		1		(CCCIL) Central Coast Center for Independent Living

		1		5

		1		AAA7

		1		AAACB/CBADRC

		1		ADRC of Barron, Rusk & Washburn Co - Barron location

		1		ADRC of Oregon

		1		AL Department of Senior Services

		1		ARISE, CIL

		1		ASCOG

		1		AZ  Adult Protective Services

		1		Ability Resources

		1		Ability360

		1		Access To Independence of San Diego-Hawaii Office

		1		Access to Healthcare network

		1		Access to Independence

		1		Accessible Resource for Independence

		1		Accessible Resources for Independence

		1		Active Aging, Inc

		1		Age Well

		1		Age- and Dementia-Friendly Winnemucca

		1		AgeSmart Community Resour

		1		Agency on Aging \ Area 4

		1		Agency on Aging of South Central CT

		1		Agency on Elderly Affairs

		1		Aging & Long Term Care of Eastern Washington

		1		Aging Ahead

		1		Aging Commission of the Mid-Sout

		1		Aging Disability Resoruce Center

		1		Aging Matters

		1		Aging Resources of Central Iowa

		1		Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Aging and Disability Services

		1		Aging and Long-Term Services

		1		Aging and adult Services

		1		Alabama Tombigbee Regional Comission Area Agency on Aging

		1		Allegany County HRDC

		1		Alliance of People with disAbilities

		1		Alpine Area Agency on Aging

		1		Amargosa Valley Senior Center

		1		Anne Arundel County Department of Aging and Disabilities

		1		Area Agency on Aging 3

		1		Area Agency on Aging 5

		1		Area Agency on Aging Region X

		1		Area Agency on Aging and Disabilities of Southwest Washington

		1		Area Agency on Aging for West Alabama

		1		Area Agency on Aging, Region X

		1		Area Agency on aging 9

		1		Area Five Agency on Aging and Community Services

		1		Area IV Agency on Aging and Community Action Programs

		1		Area Office on Aging

		1		Area VIII Agency on Aging - Cascade County

		1		Areawide Aging Agency

		1		Arkansas Department of Human Services - Division of Provider Services and Quality Assurance/Aging, Adult and Behavioral Health Services

		1		Atlanta Regional Commision

		1		BCIL

		1		Baltimore County Dept. of Aging

		1		Battle Mountain Senior Center

		1		Beaver County Office on Aging

		1		Bergen County Division of Senior Services

		1		Blind center of Nevada

		1		Blue Rivers Area Agency on Aging

		1		Boulder County AAA

		1		Brain and Spinal Injury Trust Fund Commission

		1		Bristol Elder Services, Inc

		1		Bucks County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Bureau of Aging and Disability Resources

		1		Bureau of Edlerly & Adult Services

		1		CARE Chest

		1		CAT

		1		CICOA Aging & In-Home Solutions

		1		COEDD Area Agency on Aging

		1		COSA

		1		CT SILC

		1		California Department of Aging

		1		California Senior Legislature

		1		Calvert County Office on Aging

		1		Care Connection for Aging Services

		1		Catholic Charities of Southern Nevada

		1		Catholic Social Services of RI

		1		Center for Accessible Living

		1		Center for Accessible Living - NKY

		1		Center for Independent Living Disability Resource Center

		1		Center for Independent Living-Disability Resource Center

		1		Central

		1		Central Ohio Area Agency on Aging

		1		Centro Pro Vida Independiente

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation

		1		City of Boston Elderly Commission

		1		City of Mesquite Senior Center

		1		Clayton County Senior Services

		1		Clearfield County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastal Area Agency on Aging

		1		Coastline Elderly Services

		1		Coles County Council on Aging

		1		Colorado Department of Human Services

		1		Columbia/Montour Aging Office, Inc.

		1		Colville Tribes Area Agency on Aging

		1		Community Action Program of East Central Oregon (CAPECO)

		1		Community Care Systems, Inc

		1		Connections Area Agency on Aging

		1		Cornerstone Family Programs

		1		DAIL

		1		DAWN Center for Independent LIving

		1		DCF

		1		DCOA

		1		DHS

		1		Dayle McIntosh Center

		1		Delmarva Community Services, Inc.

		1		Delta Center for Independent Living

		1		Denver Regional Council of Government

		1		Department of Elder Affairs

		1		Department of Human Services

		1		Department of Human Services, Division of Aging Services

		1		Department of Rehabilitation Services, State Unit on Aging

		1		Dept. of Social and Health Services

		1		Developmental Disabilities Council

		1		Dignity Health

		1		Dignity Health Arte J Cannon Helping Hands

		1		DisAbility Partners

		1		Disability Action Center NW

		1		Disability Partners

		1		Disability Resource Association

		1		Disability action center northwest Lewiston

		1		Disability agencies, individuals

		1		District Three Governmental Cooperative

		1		Division of Aging Services

		1		Division of Aging and Adult Services, City of Alexandria va

		1		Division of Senior and Disabilities Services

		1		Division of Services for Aging & Adults with Physical Disabilities - DE ADRC

		1		Division of Vocational Rehabilitation

		1		ENDependence Center of Northern Virginia

		1		EODD Area Agency on Aging

		1		EODD/Area Agency on Aging

		1		East TN Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		East Texas Aging and Disability Resource Center

		1		Eastern Nebraska Office on Aging

		1		Easterseals Nevada

		1		Easterseals of Dealware and Maryland's Eastern Shore

		1		Elder Services of Berkshire County

		1		Elder Services of Cape Cod and the Islands

		1		Elder Services of Worcester Area, Inc.

		1		Elderly Affairs Division

		1		Elko Senior Activity Program, Inc

		1		Endependence Center

		1		Eureka County Senior Centers

		1		Ex. Office of Elder Affairs

		1		Executive Office On Ageing

		1		Experience, Inc.

		1		FSSA Division of Aging

		1		Fairfax County

		1		Family Resource Centers of Northeastern Nevada

		1		First TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		Ford Inc.

		1		Frederick County Dept. of Aging

		1		Freedom Valley Disability Enablement, Inc.

		1		Future Choices

		1		Future Choices Inc

		1		Future Choices Inc.

		1		GNRC

		1		Georgia Division of Aging Services

		1		Grand Gateway Area Agency on Aging

		1		Greater Lynn Senior Services

		1		Greater Springfield Services

		1		Green Lake County Dept of Health & Human Services-Aging/ADRC Unit

		1		Guninson County DHHS

		1		HESSCO

		1		Hanover Township Senior Services

		1		Health Care Authority

		1		Help Network of Northeast Ohio

		1		Helping Hands of Henderson

		1		Heritage Christian Services

		1		Homage Senior Services

		1		House Calls

		1		Howard County Office on Aging & Independence

		1		ILCEIN

		1		Idaho Comisssion on Aging

		1		Illinois Department on Aging

		1		Independence Empowerment Center

		1		Independence Northwest Inc

		1		Independence Unlimited, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc

		1		Independence, Inc.

		1		Iona Senior Services

		1		Iowa Compass

		1		JABA

		1		JCIL

		1		JEVS At Home

		1		James Seastrand Helping Hands of North Las Vegas

		1		KEDDO AAA

		1		Kentucky Department for Aging and Independent Living

		1		LIFE Center for Independent Living (LIFE CIL)

		1		LILA

		1		LINC

		1		LRGVDC-Lower Rio AAoA

		1		La Plata County Senior Services

		1		Lake County Center for Independent Living

		1		Lane Independent Living Alliance

		1		Larimer County Office on Aging

		1		League of Human Dignity

		1		Lee-Russell Council of Governments

		1		Liberty Healthcare Corporation

		1		Lieutenant Governor's Office on Aging

		1		LifeStream Services

		1		LifeTime Resources

		1		Lincoln County Human Services

		1		Long Term Care Authority Enid Area Agency on Aging

		1		MDHS/ State Unit on Aging

		1		MILC

		1		MSU

		1		Maryland Access Point of Worcester County

		1		Maryland Access Point/ Worcester County Health Department

		1		Maryland Department of Aging

		1		Memphis Center for Independent Living

		1		Mental Health Association of South Central Kansas

		1		Merakey

		1		Merced Co. HSA

		1		Mercer County Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Mercyhealth at Home

		1		Mesa County ADRC

		1		Mid-America Regional Council

		1		Middle Alabama Area Agency on Aging M4A

		1		Middlesex County Aging & Disabled Services

		1		Milestones AAA

		1		Minot Commission on Aging

		1		Minuteman Senior Services

		1		Monroe County Area Agency on Aging

		1		Montco Health & Human Services

		1		Muni of Anchorage ADRC

		1		NADTC

		1		NARCOG

		1		NDDHS Aging

		1		NEI3A

		1		NNCIL

		1		NW Regional Council

		1		NW regional Council

		1		NWMOAAA

		1		National Federation of the Blind

		1		National Rehabilitation Information Center

		1		Nevada 2-1-1

		1		Nevada Division of Public and Behavioral Health

		1		NewBridge Services

		1		North Dakota Center for Persons with Disabilities

		1		NorthWest Senior and Disability Services

		1		Northeast Georgia Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northeastern Illinois Agency on Aging

		1		Northern Nevada Center for Independent Living

		1		Northern Regional Center for Independent Living

		1		Northumberland County AAA

		1		Northwest MO AAA

		1		Northwest Missouri Area Agency on Aging

		1		Northwest TN Area Agency on Aging & Disability

		1		OCES

		1		Ocean County Senior Services

		1		Office of Elderly Affairs

		1		Office on Aging/ADRC

		1		Ohio Department of Aging

		1		Olympic Area Agency on Aging

		1		Options for Independent Living Inc.

		1		Ozark Ind. Living

		1		PA Human Relations Commission

		1		PPACG Area Agency on Aging

		1		PW Area Agency on Aging

		1		Paducah Senior Center

		1		Peninsula Agency on Aging

		1		Peninsula Aging on Aging

		1		Penn's Village

		1		Philadelphia Corporation for Aging

		1		Pikes Peak Area Council of Governments/Area Agency on Aging

		1		Placer Independent Resource Services

		1		Pleasant Senior Center

		1		Public Partnerships

		1		QAC Area Agency on Aging

		1		RAMP

		1		REACH

		1		REACH CILS  Dallas

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living

		1		REACH Resource Centers on Independent Living-Fort Worth, Dallas, Denton & Plano, TX

		1		REACH of Dallas

		1		REACH of Denton

		1		REAL Services, Inc.

		1		RI Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		RICV

		1		Rappahannock Rapidan Community Services

		1		Region 10 LEAP

		1		Resources for Independence Central Valley

		1		Ri Division of Elderly Affairs

		1		Rural Advocates for Independent Living

		1		SAILS

		1		SARCOA

		1		SE WA Aging and Long Term Care

		1		SHIP

		1		SIILC

		1		SILC GA

		1		SILC of Nevada

		1		SMPDD

		1		SWCAA

		1		SWODA Aging Services

		1		SWPA AAA

		1		Sanford Center for Aging

		1		Senior & Disability Services, a Division of Lane Council of Governments

		1		Senior Care/Active Day

		1		Senior Center of Boulder City, Inc.

		1		Senior Connection Center

		1		Senior Connections/CAAA

		1		Senior Network Services

		1		Senior Resources - Agency on Aging

		1		Senior Services of Southeastern Virginia

		1		Senior Services of Will county

		1		SeniorAge Area Agency on Aging

		1		SeniorCare Inc.

		1		Seniors Council of Santa Cruz & San Benito Counties

		1		Services for Independent Living

		1		Silver Sage Senior Center

		1		Silver Thread Public Health Department

		1		Somerville-Cambridge Elder Services

		1		South Central NE Area Agency on Aging

		1		South Central Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disabilty

		1		South Shore Elder Services

		1		South-Central Colorado Seniors, Inc.

		1		Southeast Tennessee Area Agency on Aging and Disability

		1		Southern Nevada Transit Coalition

		1		Southern Oklahoma Development Association Area Agency on Aging

		1		Southwest AAAD

		1		Southwest Center for Indpendence

		1		Southwestern CT Agency on Aging

		1		Southwestern ILC

		1		Southwestern Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		St. Louis Arc

		1		St. Louis Area Agency on Aging

		1		State of Montana Aging Services Bureau

		1		State of Oklahoma

		1		State of South Dakota - Department of Human Services

		1		Stavros CIL

		1		Stavros ILC

		1		Suthwestern Independent Living Center

		1		TARP CIL

		1		THE INDEPENDENCE CENTER

		1		TLC

		1		Tennessee Commission on Aging & Disability

		1		Tennessee Disability Pathfinder

		1		The Ability Center

		1		The Amputee Coalition

		1		The Heritage Area Agency on Aging

		1		The Independent Living Center of Eastern Indiana

		1		The League

		1		The Senior Alliance

		1		Tri County Independent Living

		1		Tri-County Health Network

		1		UC Div. on Aging and Disibility Resource Connection

		1		UCADRC

		1		United Disabilities Services

		1		Universtiy of New Mexico/ Center for Development and Disability

		1		Upper Cumberland Development District

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc

		1		Upper Shore Aging, Inc.

		1		Utah Division of Aging and Adult Services

		1		Virginia Department for Aging and Rehabilitative Services

		1		WCIEDD/ Area 7 Agency on Aging and Disabled

		1		WY Department of Health

		1		Washington County Commission on Aging, Inc.

		1		Washington County DAVS

		1		Western CT Area Agency on Aging, Inc.

		1		Western MT Area VI Agency on Aging

		1		Western Montana Agency on Aging

		1		Western Reserve Area Agency on Aging

		1		Westmass Eldercare

		1		Westminster Village of the Mid-South

		1		White Pine Nutrition Program

		1		Worcester County Health Department

		1		Worcester County Health Dept.

		1		YWCA of San Gabriel Valley

		1		Zufall Health

		1		accessABILITY Independent Living Center, Inc.

		1		alliance for better long term care

		1		disAbility Solutions for Independent Living

		1		epic health services

		1		sclarc

		Email

		Count		Response

		2		bquarles@futurechoices.org

		2		jlindbo@cilww.com

		2		msteele@nwmoaaa.org

		1		Cheryl.Harris@dhs.ga.gov

		1		Craig.Young@dph.ga.gov

		1		Ctorres@stavros.org

		1		FaulkPL@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Information2@paainc.org

		1		Janice.piper@senioragemo.org

		1		Jayne.Lafavor@DignityHealth.org

		1		Julie@dsil.org

		1		Karen.Prince@state.co.us

		1		Kpeterson@agewellvt.org

		1		LCoffman@agingcommission.org

		1		LKiang@Iona.org

		1		Landerson@silcolumbia.org

		1		Lidia.Larios@dignityhealth.org

		1		Linda.Miller@iowa.gov

		1		Lori.Brannan2@illinois.gov

		1		Lzimmerman@thesenioralliance.org

		1		MCOFFEY@THE-IC.ORG

		1		MJFLETCHALL@NWMOAAA.ORG

		1		Marsha.Johnson@ccsicares.com

		1		Maurine.Strickland@Wisconsin.gov

		1		MicahW@the-league.org

		1		Mravin@REACHCIS.org

		1		Mtadder@yahoo.com

		1		PAdamczak@endependence.org

		1		Petermann.cde@gmail.com

		1		RRivera@azdes.gov

		1		Rebecca.Snellen@okdhs.org

		1		Steven.parker@hhovv.org

		1		Susan.Shepherd@dshs.wa.gov

		1		Theresia.Kody@merakey.org

		1		Thom.O'Connor@dhhs.nh.gov

		1		ThomasAlberts@DignityHealth.org

		1		Valerie.Tsosie2@nndoh.org

		1		actashiro@gmail.com

		1		ada@swoda.org

		1		adistefano@wccoaging.org

		1		afish@agencyonaging4.org

		1		aging6@area6aging.org

		1		aginginfo@coedd.net

		1		agstei59@aacounty.org

		1		agumski@springwell.com

		1		ajacob@milestonesaaa.org

		1		ajames@areafive.com

		1		alexam@ecnv.org

		1		amandas@nrcil.net

		1		amartin@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		amy.boucher@calvertcountymd.gov

		1		angela.miyamoto@seattle.gov

		1		anicholls@connectionsaaa.org

		1		anna.randall@gsssi.org

		1		annie.satariano@co.laplata.co.us

		1		aowens@ucnj.org

		1		ariddle@aaaregionx.org

		1		arowan@region10.net

		1		asellers@arinow.org

		1		atashiro@accesstoindependence.org

		1		avseniors@yahoo.com

		1		barbn@udservices.org

		1		bartuqa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bdavis@disabilitypartners.org

		1		bditomasso@esbci.org

		1		bdonnelly@carechest.com

		1		beat@nrcil.net

		1		beckys@nrcil.net

		1		beskildsen@wiaaa.org

		1		beth.jackson@nwsds.org

		1		beth@jcil.tn.org

		1		bkarpinska@ariseinc.org

		1		bkidder@aoascc.org

		1		blythcm@dshs.wa.gov

		1		bmartin@lrcog.com

		1		brenda.jepson@hhovv.org

		1		brendamoss@cruzio.com

		1		brettr@cil-drc.org

		1		brian.naylor@indnw.org

		1		brittany@pmcsc.org

		1		brittanyp@nrcil.net

		1		bstinebuck@ar-sails.org

		1		calcorn@agingspecialists.org

		1		calston@libertyhealth.com

		1		carolyn.pelletier@hhovv.org

		1		cart@phonewave.net, cart89406@outlook.com

		1		cbobbitt@hsa.co.merced.ca.us

		1		cchambers@railkv.org

		1		cclark@bouldercounty.org

		1		cdaunhauer@abilitycenter.org

		1		cde.veleba@gmail.com

		1		cdownes@ssseva.org

		1		cellis@glss.net

		1		cfishbein@sbcglobal.net

		1		cfulton@agesmart.org

		1		cgcoord@eoddok.org

		1		chbolias@swpa-aaa.org

		1		chris.gallagher@pcacares.org

		1		chris.oakes@state.de.us

		1		christie.higgins@mesacounty.us

		1		christievalenzuela@ywcasgv.org

		1		christy.gibson@nwtdd.org

		1		clayk@seniorscouncil.org

		1		cmontgomery@aaa7.org

		1		cmoore@howardcountymd.gov

		1		cmoore@ozarkcil.com

		1		cory.lutz@hhovv.org

		1		cpellino@atlantaregional.org

		1		cscott@drcog.org

		1		cstewart@reachcils.org

		1		cstone@district-three.org

		1		cynthia.smith@alabama.gov

		1		dana.padilla@state.nm.us

		1		daria@ctsilc.org

		1		darrelc@ability360.org

		1		davissr@muni.org

		1		dbarrett@aicadvocates.org

		1		dbeguerie@eldercare.org

		1		dbrown@independenceinc.org

		1		dcavalierusa@gmail.com

		1		debbie.gregory@westal.org

		1		debbie.hehir@co.middlesex.nj.us

		1		debbieodom@soda-ok.org

		1		deborah.schwendiman@seniorcareinc.org

		1		debra.wells@claytoncountyga.gov

		1		denisew@tarp1.org

		1		desireeb@sclarc.org

		1		devon@dacnw.org

		1		dfarrell@ucnj.org

		1		dhespell@montcopa.org

		1		diana.barrett@hhovv.org

		1		director@elkofrc.org

		1		djasper@agingahead.org

		1		djones@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		dkeller@abilitycenter.org

		1		dmenya@activeday.com

		1		dmontague@swtdd.org

		1		dshecrallah@sselder.org

		1		dsi@tchnetwork.org

		1		dwiltsee@sbcglobal.net

		1		ed.holen@ddc.wa.gov

		1		ediarcangelo@montocopa.org

		1		edmike@fvdc.net

		1		edoremus@mercercounty.org

		1		egonzales@cccil.org

		1		egrossman@nevadaseniorservices.org

		1		egshell@juno.com

		1		elena.perez@hhovv.org

		1		elissa.j.schley@state.mn.us/andrea.werlinger@state.mn.us

		1		elizabeth.holena@state.co.us

		1		elizabeth@tilinet.org

		1		emason@ricv.org

		1		emurphy@ocesma.org

		1		equezada@cccil.org

		1		eram.abbasi@maryland.gov

		1		erika.okonsky@dars.virginia.gov

		1		erin.davis@nebraska.gov

		1		esap1@frontiernet.net

		1		eugenia.kendall@kirkwood.edu

		1		evegacepvi@gmail.com

		1		evette.woods@atrc.net

		1		fabiola.aguilar@hhovv.org

		1		faye.johnson@hhovv.org

		1		francisco.rojas@communityhealthcore.com

		1		gage.vandine@fssa.in.gov

		1		gbelalcazar@mesquitenv.gov

		1		gbiringer@pa.gov

		1		gdickinson@aging.sc.gov

		1		ggaaaianda@gmail.com

		1		ggondo@amputee-coalition.org

		1		ggonzalez@wmeldercare.org

		1		gini.cunningham@sbcglobal.net

		1		gpeters@monroecountypa.gov

		1		gs87jjs@gmail.com

		1		gworthington@jabacares.org

		1		harvemb@dshs.wa.gov

		1		hayley.varin@escci.org

		1		hcsc@winnemucca.net

		1		hilda@nncil.org

		1		hjtuttle@buckscounty.org

		1		ignacio@tilinet.org

		1		ikutz@co.green-lake.wi.us

		1		inakarberry@eoddok.org

		1		independencecil@independencecil.org

		1		infoline@area6aging.org

		1		information@paainc.org

		1		ivan@accesstohealthcare.org

		1		jalexander@independencefirst.org

		1		janday@calky.org

		1		jane@pennsvillage.org

		1		janeashia.williams@dc.gov

		1		jbradley@psa3.org

		1		jchaiken@heitechservices.com

		1		jcoke@ricv.org

		1		jcorn@aaa7.org

		1		jcwessell@seniorresourcesec.org

		1		jdover@agingmatters2u.com

		1		jennifer.gant@state.sd.us

		1		jennifer.witherspoon@dc.gov

		1		jennifer@disabilitynetwork.net

		1		jennifers@nrcil.net

		1		jerry@mcil.org

		1		jgantner@slarc.org

		1		jgrossman@hessco.org

		1		jirish@wiaaa.org

		1		jkajiwara@kauai.gov

		1		jmoor@areaofficeonaging.com

		1		joann.leitch@alexandriava.gov

		1		joanne.mcdermitt@bcoa.us

		1		jonesg@elderaffairs.org

		1		joni@nncil.org

		1		jpeachee@reachcils.org

		1		jpruett@ucdd.org

		1		jrivers@cccil.org

		1		jrodriguez@cccil.org

		1		jrohan@co.ocean.nj.us

		1		jrowe1@frederickcountymd.gov

		1		jrupp@ltcaenid.org

		1		jtaylor@westcentralin.com

		1		jtorresgroover@salud.unm,edu

		1		jtyson@sedev.org

		1		judy@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		julie.bergeson@iowa.gov

		1		julie.waters@adss.alabama.gov

		1		julie@realservices.org

		1		jvail@independenceunlimited.org

		1		jvanorden@rcil.com

		1		jwhetstone@age.ohio.gov

		1		kaitlyn.livingston@wyo.gov

		1		karen.hannigan@fairfaxcounty.gov

		1		karen.leonovich@ncaging.org

		1		kathryn.vancuren@scc.org

		1		kathy.erickson@blueriversaaa.org

		1		kay.vanags@agingresources.com

		1		kelly.allen@bristolelder.org

		1		kennihj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		kenyada.blake@mdhs.ms.gov

		1		kervin@abilitycenter.org

		1		kfoglesong@areaivagency.org

		1		kharrison@qac.org

		1		khart@m4a.org

		1		kheren@alliancebltc.org

		1		kihrke@arinow.org

		1		kjryder@goea.la.gov

		1		kkay@leagueofhumandignity.com

		1		kletourneau@springwell.com

		1		klynn@cmaaa15.org

		1		kmay@cat-team.org

		1		kmccord@stavros.org

		1		kolson@ccaaa.net

		1		kprout@capeco-works.org

		1		kreidelbach@mt.gov

		1		kristin@lccil.org

		1		kristopher.joint@epichealthservices.com

		1		kristy.mcintyre@maryland.gov

		1		krodriguez@disabilitypartners.org

		1		kshannon@nei3a.org

		1		kstoltz@ahfc.us

		1		kthiel-schaaf@cascadecountymt.gov

		1		kthompson@easterseals.com

		1		kwylie@coastlinenb.org

		1		lacey.hanson@multco.us

		1		latoya@dcsdct.org

		1		lauraheuzey@yahoo.com

		1		laverdia.mccullough@tn.gov

		1		lbarber@aaa5ohio.org

		1		lblumberg@nselder.org

		1		lbrewer@pirs.org

		1		lcspbmnv.com

		1		ldavis@smpdd.com

		1		ldicker@dawncil.org

		1		lesley @blindcenter.org

		1		lesliebaker@med.unr.edu

		1		lharris@futurechoices.org

		1		libby.rossett-brown@state.mn.us

		1		linda.madsen@minotstateu.edu

		1		lindquisthl@muni.org

		1		linettey@ilcein.org

		1		lisa.martin@moneymanagement.org

		1		lisa.morley@alaska.gov

		1		lisa@tilinet.org

		1		ljacobs@ppacg.org

		1		ljarnagin@ftaaad.org

		1		ljusino@dioceseofprovidence.org

		1		lkoch@mhemail.org

		1		lmoore@pwcgov.org

		1		lmoshure@rampcil.org

		1		lori.garnes@minotstateu.edu

		1		lorrainep@nrcil.net

		1		louiseh@bostoncil.org

		1		lrathbun@rcil.com

		1		lucille.pakootas@colvilletribes.com

		1		lynn.kimball@dshs.wa.gov

		1		mackenzie.thiessen@dea.ri.gov

		1		malonsa@dshs.wa.gov

		1		manr_kr@ascog.org

		1		marcia@jshhnlv.org

		1		marcih@colescouncilonaging.org

		1		marie@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		marketingdirector@wmv,org

		1		marnie.mountjoy@ky.gov

		1		mary.ladd@dea.ri.gov

		1		mary.updike@co.barron.wi.us

		1		mary.woodruff@vermont.gov

		1		maryann.eusebio@nebraska.gov

		1		matthew.portwood@dhs.ga.gov

		1		mcoapsc@srt.com

		1		mconway@hanover-township.org

		1		mdickenson@reachcils.org

		1		megan.hart@vumc.org

		1		melissa.kopf@ks.gov

		1		meyerle@co.larimer.co.us

		1		mgayette@nd.gov

		1		mgunter@goaging.org

		1		mhelbig@lifecil.org

		1		mhineberg@independencefirst.org

		1		mhoyt@bsstaaa.org

		1		michael-lightbody@uiowa.edu

		1		michelle@dacnw.org

		1		michelles@ilcein.org

		1		missy@drcjoliet.org

		1		mkrantz@experienceinc.org

		1		mlopez@ieccil.org

		1		mmagana@cccil.org

		1		mmckenzie@zufallhealth.org

		1		mmoran.usa@gmail.com

		1		mnapierkowski@ageguide.org

		1		molloy@frontiernet.net

		1		molly@dacnw.org

		1		mollyrider@fordinc.com

		1		monicaw@qwestoffice.net

		1		moram@eurekacountynv.gov

		1		mpivawer@baltimorecountymd.gov

		1		mpowers@reachcils.org

		1		mrobinson@ucnj.org

		1		mshipstad@drctn.org

		1		msinger@gnrc.org

		1		mvelasquez@lifestreaminc.org

		1		mvescio@cfp-mnh.org

		1		mvogt@negrc.org

		1		mwebb@esdel.org

		1		naki@honolulu.gov

		1		nalbee@nselder.org

		1		nancyp@disabilityresourceassociation.org

		1		nannen@cicoa.org

		1		nfbfrida@gmail.com

		1		nholmgren@utah.gov

		1		nicole@ilc-jamestown-ny.org

		1		noc12@nwccog.org

		1		norma.circle@co.maui.hi.us

		1		nzarrillo@ucnj.org

		1		patricia.richardson@ct.gov

		1		patrick.powell@hhovv.org

		1		pcallahan@coaaa.org

		1		peggy.wilkins@maryland.gov

		1		peter@silverthreadphd.org

		1		pgsmith@health.nv.gov

		1		phickey@youraaa.org

		1		philip.ana@doh.hawaii.gov

		1		pluukkonen@crc.ga.gov

		1		pmargeson@daylemc.org

		1		ppsocil@gmail.com

		1		qetl.com

		1		randerson@aticortland.org

		1		rbenjamin@heritagechristianservices.org

		1		rcostanza@ppacg.org

		1		renaldo.mendez@jevsathome.org

		1		resources@cccomm.net

		1		rflores@lrgvdc.org

		1		rgonzalez@cccil.org

		1		rhoward@lincidaho.org

		1		richamj@dshs.wa.gov

		1		riggla@dshs.wa.gov

		1		rjacobsen@lcog.org

		1		robert@disabilitypride.org

		1		rsosa@homage.org

		1		rthompson@calky.org

		1		rwilkinson@activeaging.org

		1		s.ellis@minutemansenior.org

		1		sabra.mcwhirter@eastersealsnevada.org

		1		sandra_castaneda@co.washington.or.us

		1		sandyp@optionsil.org

		1		sara.boufalla@maryland.gov

		1		sara.tribe@dc.gov

		1		saundersj@stlouis-mo.gov

		1		sbeckley@lifetime-resources.org

		1		sbush@alleganyhrdc.org

		1		scbced@lvcoxmail.com

		1		scott.carpenter@aging.idaho.gov

		1		scrisp@pcgus.com

		1		seestca@larimer.org

		1		seniorcenter@whitepinecountynv.gov

		1		seniornuts@yahoo.com

		1		sgesek@swcaa.org

		1		shalvorsen@marc.org

		1		shannon.murphy@boston.gov

		1		sharrie@rrci.org

		1		sheater@aaaregionx.org

		1		sherri.sore@state.ma.us

		1		sherri@cil-drc.org

		1		shiphcsc@wmca.net

		1		shumphreys@keddo.org

		1		siilc@live.com

		1		sntccd@gmail.com

		1		spickard@areawideaging.org

		1		spowell@sctdd.org

		1		sprincipe@swcaa.org

		1		sschmitt@catholiccharities.com

		1		ssimmons@silcga.org

		1		ssullivan@abilityresources.org

		1		stephanieh@nrcil.net

		1		stewartdv@co.pa.us

		1		sthomas@lilaoregon.org

		1		susan.lewis@aticortland.org

		1		susan@swilc.org

		1		susana@nrcil.net

		1		susie.keesling@dhs.arkansas.gov

		1		sviani@reachcils.org

		1		syates@aicadvocates.org

		1		tara.ingram@sarcoa.org

		1		tbrowning@rrcsb.org

		1		teresa.jackson@mhasck.org

		1		tfoster@psa10a.org

		1		tina.zsenak@dhs.state.nj.us

		1		tlaflesh@milcinc.org

		1		tmayes@ethra.org

		1		todd.coffey@state.co.us

		1		traceya.age@maryland.gov

		1		tshearer@lilaoregon.org

		1		tsommer@rcil.com

		1		tthemel@abilityindiana.org

		1		ttomasi@co.bergen.nj.us

		1		vadonia.mallory@dc.gov

		1		valerie@rrci.org

		1		vbrancaccio@helpnetworkneo.org

		1		vdumas@eswa.org

		1		vedwards@dacnw.org

		1		vicki.belluomini@co.maui.hi.us

		1		viola@cbcogaaa.org

		1		vitolucido@dcil.org

		1		vsampson@aaa9.org

		1		wellsseniorcenter@frontier.com

		1		wilson.tam@aging.ca.gov

		1		wrightkj@muni.org

		1		yolanda.lyles@dc.gov

		Indicate which type of agency you work in. Please select only one choice. While your organization may include more than one type of agency, please select the choice that is most applicable to your work:  [only one selection]

		Value		Percent		Count

		State Agency Aging (and/or Disability)		11.00%		49

		Area Agency on Aging (AAA)		33.90%		151

		Aging and Disability Resource Center (ADRC)		10.30%		46

		211		0.40%		2

		Center for Independent Living (CIL)		25.10%		112

		Other Non-Profit Organization		19.30%		86

				Totals		446

		Other		Count

		Totals		0

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent requests I&R/A specialists receive for information on services and/or resources (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		5.40%		21

		Adult Protective Services		6.70%		26

		Assistive Technology		15.50%		60

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		16.80%		65

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		40

		Case management		15.20%		59

		Community aid and assistance programs (i.e. bill paying assistance; grants for basic needs)		28.20%		109

		Congregate meals		7.80%		30

		Dental care		9.30%		36

		Domestic violence		0.50%		2

		Education		2.30%		9

		Employment		6.70%		26

		Family caregiver support		19.10%		74

		Financial assistance		30.00%		116

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing food; food pantry)		12.10%		47

		Guardianship or other surrogate decision making (power of attorney, advanced planning, health care proxy, etc.)		2.30%		9

		Health care services		9.00%		35

		Health insurance counseling (i.e. State Health Insurance Assistance Program)		17.30%		67

		Home delivered meals		26.60%		103

		Homemaker services		23.80%		92

		Home modifications		14.00%		54

		Housing assistance		44.70%		173

		Independent living skills		10.60%		41

		Legal or advocacy services		10.30%		40

		Medicaid		17.10%		66

		Medicare		11.90%		46

		Mental health services		2.30%		9

		Peer support/counseling		4.90%		19

		Personal care		19.40%		75

		Prescription drug assistance		6.20%		24

		Recreation		1.00%		4

		Respite care		7.50%		29

		Social Security disability benefits applications/claims assistance		12.70%		49

		Transportation		41.60%		161

		Utility Assistance (i.e. Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program or other program)		15.00%		58

		Vehicle adaptations/modifications		1.60%		6

		Veterans Assistance		1.00%		4

		Youth transition programs/services		2.60%		10

		Other		5.40%		21

		Other		Count

		State Home Care Program		2

		Access to Mental Health Care		1

		DD Waiver		1

		DI Voucher		1

		Dementia Care		1

		Elder abuse		1

		Home &amp; Community Based Services		1

		In Home Assistance		1

		In Home Health Care Support Funding		1

		In-Home Supportive Services		1

		Institutional Care (assisted Living/Nursing Facility, etc)		1

		Long Term Care Counseling/ Spousal Impoverishment		1

		Medicaid HCBS Waiver		1

		Multiple In home services- Five choices are not enough		1

		Personal Assistance Services		1

		Provider Enrollment		1

		Transportation and Dental		1

		Waiver Services		1

		in-home services		1

		subsidized housing options		1

		Totals		21

		Mark the TOP FIVE most frequent UNMET service needs identified in the past year (choose 5)

		Value		Percent		Count

		Adult day services		13.50%		50

		Assistive Technology		7.30%		27

		Benefits Analysis/Assistance		4.90%		18

		Care Transitions (i.e. transition from institutional to community-based living)		10.30%		38

		Dental care		42.70%		158

		Elder abuse/exploitation		5.10%		19

		Employment		14.10%		52

		Family caregiver support		10.50%		39

		Financial assistance		54.30%		201

		Food assistance (i.e. help purchasing or accessing food)		8.10%		30

		Health care services		9.70%		36

		Health insurance		7.60%		28

		Homemaker services		21.60%		80

		Home modifications		21.90%		81

		Housing assistance		51.40%		190

		Legal or advocacy services		10.00%		37

		Long-term care/long-term services and supports funding		17.80%		66

		Mental health services		30.50%		113

		Personal care		14.60%		54

		Prescription drug assistance		12.70%		47

		Respite care		15.10%		56

		Health insurance counseling		2.40%		9

		Transportation		51.90%		192

		Utility Assistance		20.80%		77

		Veterans Assistance		8.90%		33

		Youth transition programs/services		7.00%		26

		Other		6.50%		24

		Other		Count

		Rural Respite and Companion, Transportation, Housing		1

		Access to shelters or safe shelters		1

		Access to technology		1

		Affordable Housing		1

		Affordable/Accessible Housing		1

		Bed Bug Infestation Relief/ extermination		1

		Home maintenance &amp; yard work		1

		Immediate access to services (i.e. Medicaid)		1

		Memory Care/Services for individuals with Alzheimer\'s Disease		1

		No County homeless shelter		1

		Outdoor homemaker help (lawn care, snow removal)		1

		Outside chore services		1

		Pest Control		1

		Social security		1

		Vehicle modifications		1

		affordable, accessible housing		1

		drug/alcohol treatment services		1

		hearing aids		1

		home delivered meals		1

		home repairs		1

		not sure		1

		rental assistance		1

		subsidized housing for people with a felony		1

		volunteer-based services (i.e friendly visitor, snow removal, etc.		1

		Totals		24

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		Advocate are responsible for the screening

		1		Again, we don\'t have specialists, we have a SHIP trained volunteer who looks for every assistance the person needs.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to local SHIP/MIPPA advisor.

		1		All clients are screened for all state, federal, and local programs and services known to our staff. Staff stays up to date with all these services by attending Aging and Disability Resource Network meetings on a quarterly basis.

		1		Always.  This is the most effective and consistent way to improve an inquiries financial situation.

		1		But we do refer them to ADRC\'s that do if that\'s a need that comes out

		1		Callers are sent to Shine Dept

		1		Callers or visitors speak with a Medicare SHIP counselor in our office and the counselor does the screening.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DMAB (SHIP)

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP/SHIP at our agency screens for this

		1		I always look at their qualifications when we first meet to see if I can help them improve their financial situation in these areas.

		1		I am also the Medicare Counselor so I get a lot of calls about LIS and Medicare Part D

		1		I may do that and explain the criteria

		1		I refer to service provider to screen for eligability

		1		I&R Specialists refer individuals to our agency\'s Benefits Navigator who assists with MSP and LIS applications.

		1		I&R Specialists refer to GA Cares Staff to assist with Medicare (typically same Agency).

		1		If a callers is needing this level of assistance they would be referred for options counseling services.

		1		MIPPA Grantee

		1		Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\"

		1		No, but we do refer them to agencies that do these screenings.

		1		Not only do we screen we enroll them. We help them fill out their Snap application and move on to the appropriate persons.

		1		One I&R Specialist is a certified SHINE/SHIP Counselor.

		1		Only do the Part D Low Income Subsidy

		1		Our Hawaii SHIP provides this information to its callers.

		1		Refer to SHIP counsellors

		1		Refer to SHIP which is co-located w/ us.

		1		Referred for eligibility determination to other agencies.

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Suggest services but do not conduct eligibility screenings

		1		The Department of Elder Affairs contracts with Area Agencies on Aging/ADRC to provide I&R/A services. I&R/A specialist at local Helplines may complete screeing (demographics, income, etc.) for inquirers.

		1		The county is the lead agency for eligibility determination in Minnesota so if consumers seem eligible they are referred on.

		1		They are referred to Apprise Counselor at agency

		1		This is done at the beginning of the screening, it also includes SNAP information

		1		This is done by our SHINE program.  We make referrals to this service

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This screening is handled locally

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Type A AAA doesn\'t have Medicaid to offer, but can refer a person to Medicaid.

		1		Very often, I do a complete screening of a client\'s needs.  I have found that many of my Medicare clientele have limited knowledge or do not know abut Medicare Savings Programs and Extra Help!

		1		We ask questions and then refer them to our area HICAPP counselors.

		1		We assist with completing applications and gathering verification info for Medicare LIS programs and SNAP. We do not typically assist with LIHEAP - that is done is DHHS in our county.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but we assist people with inquires about Medicare low-income subsidies. Refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), = DC\'s SHIP.

		1		We don\'t have a formal screening process for this, but will offer it as a resource if it comes up during the I&R conversation (e.g. someone calls to explain they can\'t afford their Medicare premiums).

		1		We don\'t screen every caller but do the ones that seem appropriate

		1		We have Benefits Counselors who screen for Medicare Low -income subsidies.

		1		We have a local medicare information office that does most of that

		1		We participate in this outreach through the SHIP and MIPPA grants

		1		We refer out to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to Health Insurance Counseling Project - HICP

		1		We refer to our SHIP counselor

		1		We regularly screen for these programs and assist clients with the applications. Our local SHIBA program also screens for these programs, but is it their practice to refer clients to us for help with the applications.

		1		We screen for potential eligibility for Medicare Savings Programs only and refer Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy \"Extra Help\" to SHIP

		1		We used to but as of a few weeks ago we are no longer getting funding for those efforts so we stopped.

		1		referral to Vicap

		1		since we check to see if consumers are on medicare, and their income, if we are not already screening for this we will be by July 1 2018

		1		thru APPRISE program which is separate from I & R

		1		we refer over to our SHIP office

		1		we would refer to GA Cares if it looked like the consumer met the financial guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1

		Referral to AAAs		1

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Depends on need		1

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1

		I use it, not the team		1

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1

		Not often, too long of process		1

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





22. Screen for Medicare LIS

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		53.90%		195

		No		36.20%		131

		Do not know		9.90%		36

				Totals		362





22. Screen for Medicare LIS
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23. Screening Tool Medicard LIS

		If yes, please describe the tool (for example, agency-specific intake form, state universal assessment form, program-specific screening tool) that your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form

		28		Either the BenefitsCheckUp tool is used or a state universal assessment form.

		33		SHINE paperwork that is given to us at monthly SHINE meetings yearly open enrollment fact sheets

		38		The state has created a Public Benefits checklist.

		45		intake form/agency ask consumer when talking with them

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		50		Ask if they meet the specific income guidelines when doing Medicare counseling or counseling for some other circumstances.

		52		I have a guideline for the LIS and when I do an intake I ask their month income to see if they qualify. If so, I ask them if they would like me to do the application online for them or they can call DHS or SS Administration for assistance.

		59		No specific tool we just respond to the need based on their income

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including extra help and Medicare savings programs

		67		Client Contact form provided by TN SHIP. SSA Online Application

		74		Our agency uses the federal poverty guidelines and a program specific screening tool developed by our agency to screen for potential eligibility

		79		We use the NCOA LIS Extra Help guidelines and the SSA on line application

		98		Financial Assistance Application from Department of Human Services.

		99		Agency specific tool based on our SHIP tool.

		102		ASCAP, 16 page assessment given to the elder covers all aspects of assistance for referral or services NAAA can provide.

		105		We use an in-house intake form.

		107		I am not the person who does the screening so I don't know the name of the tool used but it is a specific screening tool

		116		agency assessment

		117		Agency intake

		129		Intake form list all benefit programs available and 2 questions on income and asset level. This enables worker to quickly recognize individuals who are potentially eligible for multiple benefit programs.  Listing all the programs helps ensure the counselor has remembered to inquire about caller's interest in a program.

		132		state form

		138		Agency specific intake form plus uniform assessment instrument (state form).

		146		a needs assessment is a required component of our intake process

		166		Statewide data base that includes data fields to capture an individuals income, etc.

		171		Intake form/social worker review

		176		state-provided income chart, agency specific benefits eligibility chart.

		177		Use of agency-specific intake form!

		178		SHIP Tools

		180		Staff have eligibility guide sheets Extra Help - LIS- MSP and MMAP contact info posted at desks.

		182		SHIIP and DHHS Income guideline sheets to assess income and resource eligibility.

		187		We do not screen people, we refer them to the appropriate agency if they need these services. We help people sign up for free medicine programs through the appropriate drug companies that offer this service.

		193		state application form

		197		We use an agency-specific intake form and also have a certified benefits adviser on staff.

		205		agency intake form, No Wrong Door intake forms.

		216		We are and enrollment center.  We also have two individuals are certified.

		218		Agency-specific forms

		220		CLAIM, SS Online, we have developed our own informational sheet (502) that has everything on it. It makes it easy to screen seniors needs.

		221		I&A Specialists have been trained by our SHIP Coordinator to recognize possible referrals for the LIS and MSP programs based on financial eligibility criteria.  If individuals have Medicare and their financials fall within the eligibility guidelines, a referral is made to our SHIP.

		225		SHIP Counselor

		226		Utilizing our intake tool and Benefits Check Up

		232		Agency intake form.

		242		agency-specific intake form and questioning

		248		Medicare.com

		250		We utilize a general screening tool to narrow the eligibility.

		252		We have an agency tip sheet we use to screen individuals for several public benefits including LIS & MSP.

		253		AAAs Statewide screening tool

		257		Our agency tries to have the eligibility requirements for all programs that we refer callers.  However, we do not decide on eligibility nor approve for service.

		276		We use the state program specific application forms as well as a sheet we developed for what verification items are needed.

		283		agency specific tool

		290		Our department attends an annual Health Benefits University Training sponsored by SHINE, and a public benefits tool is provided and used as a guide to help determine eligibility

		292		I have a list of the financial eligibility needs standards for each year and I also keep information from OSHIIP

		293		Review consumer's income and resource limits

		302		program specific tools

		308		We utilize an agency specific intake form while keeping up to date state/federal income/asset guidelines.

		312		Universal App from state

		328		NCOA website. Paper Screening tools.

		329		Agency specific screening tool and Benefits Check up

		333		During the course of the conversation questions are asked by staff that trigger further questioning for eligibility

		341		State Screening Tool to determine eligibility, followed by completion of MSP application

		343		agency in-take form

		349		SHINE/SHIP Training.

		356		MIPPA Training

		369		I work with individuals seeking family caregiver support services. My co-workers screen individuals for MSP and assist the individuals to apply if eligible.

		378		Provide Federal & State Benefits with "Benefit Quick Check" to all my consumers I talk to face to face.

		384		GAther consumers financial information ,  expenditures, assets, etc and ensure the consumer understands what they are eligible for

		386		Agency specific intake form

		391		All clients complete an initial intake, followed up with one on one counseling with more in-depth screening for LIS, MSP, SNAP, LEAP, and any other assistance program available in the community

		393		We use the state income guidelines and the state application

		394		Medicare and You book, poverty guidelines, what programs/benefits a person currently receives that suggests low income.

		395		MSP and LIS are used on the SLL side, Client Tracking System provides guidelines and training and materials.

		397		We have a couple intake forms and we just ask

		398		We utilize program-screening charts provided by our local SHIBA program which lists the eligibility requirements for the programs.

		410		Medicare Savings Program Medicare Part D Low Income Subsidy Medicaid Applications

		412		We make a referral to the Benefits enrollment center which then uses the Benefits Check up website to screen the referrals.

		417		www.medicare.gov

		422		We have a designated person who assist individuals with the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		428		N/A

		432		NAPIS Intake form and ADRC Options Counseling Intake form

		434		UAI, poverty scale

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy website.  New Heights auto screens/enrolls.

		440		state UAI, poverty scale

		445		Not specifically for QMB/QI but an overview of finances would indicate individual would be eligible and will send application

		447		When talking w/ consumers we are facing financial difficulties, I&A workers will review all possible benefits includes LIS, SYLMBY, PAAD, etc. if appropriate.

		449		State Universal Assessment Tool

		453		The questions that OBLTSS staff ask individuals when they are screened on the phone or in person would indicate if they need assistance with the above programs.  We would use the appropriate screening tool to assess their needs.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		458		Unknown

		462		Screen using client intake form and 211 database for relevant programs

		463		Intake Form

		464		Program-specific Eligibility criteria

		465		he Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy

		470		intake use the MIPPA application

		471		we have our own insurance questionnaire form that we developed to screen people

		473		We ask questions discerning whether or not this is needed and then we ask screening questions to see whether or not consumers may meet the criteria.

		478		state standardized assessment state MSP form

		482		The ADRC statewide client information information system (CMIS) was adapted to manage MIPPA-related data and upload the data to the SHIP nationwide reporting system.

		483		Out intake form asks specific questions about Medicaid and Medicare.

		487		Benefits Check Up

		496		Information & Referral Intake Form

		500		They screen for MSP since our state currently has high income levels and no asset test.  Anyone eligible for MSP automatically becomes eligible for LIS.  However, we warm transfer them to the SHIP agency under contract for application assistance.

		515		We use Colorado SUA assessment and have developed an income grid that shows benefits by income level and countable resources for our area.

		518		We discuss income on the initial part of the call and if they fall in the guidelines they are transferred to the SHIP or the  SNAP department and they handle it.  They have a program specific tool.

		520		Agency Intake forms

		522		Agency form

		523		Shine Dept form

		533		agency-specific

		536		Agency specific question form

		542		In a partnership with SHIP

		546		CIA -  Consumer Information Assessment

		549		Program specific

		553		Handled by SHIP Counselor

		562		state universal assessment or program-specific screening tool

		567		program specific screening tool

		580		NWD intake forms

		586		Extra Help

		590		Specific intake form

		597		Medicare intake form on the internet

		609		I use a program specific screening tool

		610		program-specific screening tool

		613		intake form

		621		We have no forms at our center. The question is a "if yes" which applies to other agencies.  The do the screening through their own intake.

		627		We use the official forms from the federal government.  The State forms.  We use the Snap form.

		631		Program specific

		646		There's MIPPA contact form within our Statewide client database.

		652		State Universal Assessment Form

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		658		we fill out the MSP application over the phone

		659		Agency specific

		662		Discuss the income and asset guidelines.

		663		We ask client's their income and asset levels and offer to help with applications when appropriate.

		665		Universal Intake Form designed by the Alabama Dept of Senior Services

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system

		675		We use the Eligibility Requirements 2018 Income and Asses Levels provided by SHIP

		679		Pennsylvania Income Reference Guide- Counselor Job Aid.  Compass website, Social Security website, Dept of Human Service website, CHC website.

		680		program specific tool

		681		we have an intake form. use the MD Dept of Aging eligibility criteria chart.

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		685		Dept of Aging Updated Eligibility Requirements for Select Income-Based Federal and State Programs

		692		agency-specific intake form

		693		Agency specific intake form

		695		Annual Eligibility & Asset Standards guide agency specific and program specific  screening tools i.e. MSPs, Extra Help  and state and local programs that assist with a variety of housing needs, tax credits, energy related Issues, respite , home care, medical, food pantry app etc.

		696		SHIP provides me each year with a SHIP Income/Resources limits sheet that guides me to the best program they may qualify for.

		697		NCOA Benefits check up tool

		698		Medicare.gov Maryland Medical Programs web services Adult Evaluation Review Services

		699		APPRISE counselors only, not I & R staff

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		704		Agency database

		706		state assessment form

		721		program-specific screening tool  for Med Part D

		724		State universal assessment form.

		726		Intake form, other applications for assistance that reveal low income eligibility (i.e. PACE LIHEAP)

		733		state universal assessment form

		738		agency specific intake form

		747		The I&A Receptionist asks questions about caller's Medicare status.

		752		APPRISE counselors screen when completing assistance forms for those they are seeing.  Case Managers will also screen consumers in home for services they could be eligible for when finding out what their income is using Aging assessments

		755		Federal Poverty Guidelines, 2018 eligibility standards state & federal. Agency specific intake form.

		756		program specific screening

		760		quick guide, MSP income state guildlines

		761		specific intake form

		764		We use a Benefit Assistance Form created in our office.

		765		informal screening - no specific tool used.  Counselors are well-versed in eligibility and discuss with callers.

		766		Our counselors simply ask and refer to the handout that shows the income eligibility criteria.

		767		Using the state universal assessment form.

		770		SHIP Coordinator uses state screening tool

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		N/A		56.10%		169

		Tool to Screen for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Agency Specific Tool		10.60%		32						Common tools used include agency specific tools, state tools, talking to the consumer and looking at the eligibility standards, and a program specific tool.

		State Form		8.30%		25

		Eligibility Standards		6.30%		19						Others tools mentioned include SHIP tools, BenefitsCheckUp and NCOA, and referring to the Federal Poverty Guidelines and the State or Federal Eligibility Standards.

		Ask Consumer		4.70%		14

		Intake Form		4.30%		13

		Program Specific Screening Tool		3.30%		10

		SHIP Tools		3.00%		9

		MIPPA Application; Medicare.com; Medicare Intake Form		2.00%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		1.70%		5

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		1.70%		5

		State Eligibility Standards		1.70%		5

		Universal Form		1.30%		4

		SHINE Paperwork		1.30%		4

		SSA Online Application		1.30%		4

		Federal Eligibility Standards		1.00%		3

		DHS Guidelines		1.00%		3

		NCOA Website		0.70%		2

		NWD Intake Form		0.70%		2

		ADRC		0.70%		2

		UAI		0.70%		2

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.30%		1

		No Specific Tool		0.30%		1

		NAPIS Intake Form		0.30%		1

		Title III Intake Form		0.30%		1

						173





24. Application Assistance MLIS

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance for these benefits		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations or agencies for application assistance; please identify the types of organizations or agencies that your agency refers individuals to in the comment box below		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Agencies that Provide Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

		Value		Percent		Count

		My agency provides application assistance		56.70%		200

		My agency refers individuals to other organizations for application assistance		36.30%		128

		Other		7.10%		25

				Totals		353

		Other		Count

		Do not know		2

		AAA, ETCIL, MAXIMUS, etc		1

		AOA, Carenet, Social Security		1

		Access to Health Care		1

		Application addistance is provided locally		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1

		Georgia Cares SHIP		1

		I do not know		1

		NA		1

		NO		1

		No		1

		State SUA is MIPPA grantee		1

		We provide extra help and referrals		1

		dependent on county		1								What are examples of other? Do not know; No do not provide application assistance; both complete applications and refer

		dhs,dea,bhddh(community mental health		1

		do not know		1								What organizations are agencies referring individuals to? SHIP (APPRISE, SHINE, SHIIP); ADRC's; AAA's; DHS; Social Security Office; contracted agencies (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area; the state insurance department.

		no		1

		we compelete applications as well as refer to other organizations		1

		we provide and can refer.		1

		we provide assistance only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		Totals		21

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)? - comments

		Count		Response

		2		SHIP

		1

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		ADRC/SHIPP

		1		APPRISE counselors only

		1		APPRISE counselors; Personal Navigator through VNA

		1		APPRISE program

		1		Again, because of the low levels of literacy / education in the client\'s primary language, I am the one who does everything!

		1		Apprise coordinator assists individuals with these programs

		1		Area Agencies on Aging/Aging and Disability Resource Centers

		1		As a state agency we refer to the Area Agencies or Aging

		1		Assistance is provided by the SHINE Counselor.

		1		Benefits Data Trust

		1		Both SLL and HUB do application support.

		1		But we also partner with local SHIP office if they only need LIS.

		1		CDPU help with the process with my consumer.

		1		CIL, Medicaid Reps.

		1		CLAIM

		1		Community Health Centers, SHIIP

		1		Contract with ServiceLinks (ADRCs) to perform this.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		Council on Aging and Community Action Programs.

		1		Currently in discussion with the State regarding Welfare application assistance

		1		DC\'s Economic Security Administration for assistance with SNAP and Medicaid initial enrollment; DC\'s Health Insurance Counseling Project (HICP), also DC\'s SHIP for residents with Medicare, or who are 60 years or older

		1		DHS County Offices SHIP  Area Agency on Aging (AAAs)

		1		DSS

		1		Dept. of Human Services  & Social Security Office

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HICAP and Medicare Hotline

		1		HICAP/SHIP offers this

		1		Health Insurance Counseling Project

		1		Help is provided only when requested.

		1		I don\'t know

		1		I typically help Clients apply for these various services and fax over app and supporting DOCS to proper Agency.

		1		I&A Staff are (will be) certified SHIP counselors.

		1		IR Department provides general information,  If application assistance is required an intake for SHINE is taken.  If other public benefits are requested an Option Counseling referral is taken.  All our OC are SHINE counselors.  Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager.

		1		In Ohio QMB/QI/SLMB eligibility is completed by Medicaid (JFS).  We will send applications or give instructions on how to apply on-line.

		1		In house Shine Dept. available on the phone Shine volunteers in 12 towns we service through the COA

		1		Individualized according to Independent Living Plan.

		1		MMAP

		1		Meals on Wheels; Job and Family Services.

		1		Medicaid, Medicaid Waivers, Vocational Rehabilitation, ADRC, AAA, BIAA.

		1		Medicare

		1		Medicare Medicaid Assistance Program (MMAP)

		1		Nevada Aging and Disability Services

		1		Once we determine someone\'s income and assets fall within the eligibility ranges, we will assist with online applications--for Extra Help, we will use the Social Security website, and for Medicare Savings Programs we use a state-specific application website.

		1		Our agency contracts with the Area Agencies on Aging for SHIP Counseling and MIPPA counseling.  The Centers for Independent Living are also MIPPA ADRC contractors.  Referrals are also provided to ADRC contractors or municipal agents/social workers who are in-kind professionals trained as SHIP Counselors.

		1		People are referred to Social Security or Medicare, and As a Peer Mentor I might assist in communicating Particiapnt\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant\'s request.

		1		Refer to Medicare information office

		1		Referrals for Medicare are sent to Office of the Aging

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SHIIP, DHS, SS

		1		SHINE

		1		SHINE

		1		SHIP and dept of aging and disabilities

		1		SNAP

		1		Senior Resource Center, Goodwill, or Vocational Rehabilitation, or Public Aid, ss depending on the csrs needs.

		1		Social Security Administration, WIPA

		1		Social Service rep provides assistance in office 3 days/week.

		1		Texas Workforce Commission (previously called DARS), various disability advocacy organizations, and local Welfare offices.

		1		The Hawaii SHIP answers calls and provides direct assistance.

		1		The Ohio Senior Health Insurance Information Program (OSHIIP), housed in the Ohio Department of Insurance, and Ohio\'s network of Area Agencies on Aging

		1		The hospital, insurance office, phone #\'s to Medicaid/medicare office.

		1		The local Area Agency on Aging & Disability.

		1		The state SUA subcontracts MIPPA Priority areas 1, 2, and 3 (SHIP/AAA/ADRC) funding to the SHIP and AAAs for performing the MIPPA outreach and application assistance functions

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		VICAP, SSA website, or in agency appointment

		1		Various local community based benefits counseling programs

		1		Vicap,social security, website in agency appt.

		1		WIAAA and partnering agencies assist individuals with all applications.

		1		We also assist with applications for services, housing, etc. at times.

		1		We are  building apartment settings for people with disabilities and low income for staff. Involved with food stamps for people living in group home settings Most have Medicare and Medicaid

		1		We assist those applying for State Subsidies and Federal Subsidies.  USPS or Online applications.

		1		We assist with all applications for all programs we screen for

		1		We assist with applications or refer to Apprise when necessary

		1		We have one staff member who is trained as a SHINE Counselor to assist current consumers. If individuals are not current consumers, we refer them to various community organizations such as SHINE

		1		We help complete the application if there are disability elated barriers

		1		We help with the LIS Extra Help

		1		We provide application assistance through our main office but also refer out the CAAS.

		1		We provide some assistance but not on a regular basis

		1		We provide this assistance via grant funding.

		1		We refer people to the department of social services for assistance.

		1		We refer them to our SHINE (SHIP) program volunteers

		1		We refer to supportive services agencies for this assistance.

		1		We usually refer these individuals to SHIP counselors in our community.

		1		We were assisting with applications up until this year. We now refer potentially eligible persons to the contracted agency (adult day center/senior service provider) serving their area, the state insurance department, or to social security.

		1		Within same building - also county employees

		1		options counselors will assist with applications.





24. Application Assistance MLIS
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Application Assistance for Medicare Low-Income Subsidies

My agency provides application assistance, []

My agency refers individuals to other organizations, []

Other, []



MLIS Crosstab

		See separate spreadsheet





25. Screen for SNAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.50%		165

		No		44.80%		159

		Do not know		8.70%		31

				Totals		355

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1

		1

		1		A caller could be referred to our SNAP agency we also offer food and Neutrecian services to our seniors.

		1		ADRC assists anyone who request assistance with application, who appears to need assistance and those who did not follow up therefore they need more assistance.

		1		After we asking the callers income we mention that they are eligible for SNAP.

		1		Agency has offices in 5 counties.   4 out of the 5 counties provide this assistance in I&A.  5th county refers to online application.

		1		Assistance with SNAP is provided locally

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if food assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity

		1		But we refer them to Dept. of Social Services & assist with paperwork if they request it																																								Handled by state agency and not outsourced

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		Grant funds make this happen.

		1		I take into account the uniqueness of each case (i.e. immigration status-- Lawful Permanent Resident who came before or after the Welfare Reform Act) to determine eligibility and direct assistance.

		1		If access to food is an issue

		1		If they are being assessed for other programs will ask about SNAP to see if they are interested

		1		In process of submitting application to provide SNAP screening & application assistance

		1		Our agency is not a I&R/A entity.  Individuals looking for financial help are referred/warm transferred to the Area Agency on Aging for screening and application assistance.

		1		Participants are referred to CommonHelp or local Social Services agency. As a Peer Mentor, I assist with the communication of Participant\'s needs to said agencies upon Participant request.

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to DSS and DSSC

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		The Benefits Counselors assist client with SNAP application

		1		The caller/visitor speaks to a case manager in our office who performs the screening.

		1		The local ADRCs conduct this work whenever it appears applicable to individuals

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Department of Family and Children Services which are in the same location as our office.

		1		They will ask if someone is receiving this benefit if they have contacted us about needing assistance with paying bills.

		1		This is all done through the County Departments of Job and Family Services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something our options counselors would screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		We do not ask about what they receive until the intake assessment calls are preformed.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about SNAP, we answer them, and frequently refer to DC\'s Dpt of Human Services - Economic Security Administration.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized screening process for this, but will bring it up as a resource if lack of food is brought up during the I&R contact.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA for a part time staff position to screen and assist callers with SNAP

		1		We mail paper applications on behalf of DCF

		1		We might suggest it and would refer to DHS

		1		We provide SNAP as an option to supplement food expenses.

		1		We provide applications and assistance completing the applications but not eligibility screening, for that we refer to the public assistance office

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer out for those who need food assistance.

		1		We refer to DC Dept. of Human Services - Economic Security Administration

		1		We send info on this program if the income guidelines look like the person will qualify

		1		We will refer to our local Dept of Jobs and family services

		1		if low income needing food referring to DHS county offices

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, website, call center.

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		we refer

		1		we refer them to Compass website or provide an paper application if requested but do not screen them.





25. Screen for SNAP
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screen for SNAP eligibility

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []



26. Tool to Screen for SNAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP (Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program)?

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and benefit cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp

		33		Through our Nutrition Director and the Nutrition Programs.

		38		We screen them when they request financial assistance.

		49		The Department has a nutrition screening tool that the local Area Agencies on Aging utilized.

		53		Tool approved by DHS.

		59		No tool just knowledge of the guidelines

		60		agency specific chart that reviews income for benefits including SNAP

		67		When we screen a client for potential services, we ask if they are receiving SNAP.  If they are not, we ask if they would like some more information about the program.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines set forth to determine potential eligibility

		87		USDA site, Benefits sites

		93		The common help application

		97		Our County ADRC agencies provides a home assessment when it is determined that someone is in need of assistance.

		99		Agency tool.

		105		Intake form.

		107		Same answer as tool for low-income assessment

		115		Application Assistance if requested by participant or from Assessment Financial questions

		129		Counselors pre-screen callers using our intake sheet.  If income and asset levels of caller indicate they may be eligible for SNAP, the counselor asks the  caller if they'd like to apply.

		132		discuss eligibility criteria and then refer to local SNAP facilitators

		136		Washington Connections and intake process

		138		Agency specific intake instrument.

		142		we use charts and information from our local department of social services.

		146		using a needs assessment during intake

		166		We identify eligibility triggers in statewide data base that includes demographics, income info, etc

		174		Intake

		176		Agency-specific benefit chart

		177		I do a complete evaluation of the client's needs when we first meet, thus I can determine if I need to fill out a SNAP application on behalf of a client.

		180		Staff inquire about callers current benefits with Department Health Human Services (DHHS) - screen for all programs

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheets

		187		Through our intake process we refer consumers to the appropriate agency for services.

		193		Washington Connection - online application

		197		We use the intake form for the agency

		205		Income assessment on intake forms.

		216		As I stated that we are an enrollment center.  We can assist any person needing assistance with food, insurance or Tanf we can do this in-house.

		218		1:1, agency-specific forms

		220		our 502

		221		SHIP Counselors may use Benefits Check Up.  I&A Specialists make referrals for SNAP based on reported income, assets and need.

		223		If the person does not have the benefit then we will make inquiries about income and finances to assist.  If needed, we complete a financial assessment.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		230		It varies across the state, we don't have a universal intake. It depends on the constituent's inquiry about nutrition.

		242		Agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		SNAP website

		250		we use a general questioner we have designed to cover a wide array of benefits.  We narrow down who may be eligible then have options counseling assist with full application and screening .

		252		We have an agency form that calculates the individuals resources and expenses and give an estimated benefit total.

		253		AAAs Statewide assessment tool

		276		No particular screening tool. If the person does not have SNAP and would like to apply for it, we have a benefit specialist assist or give them the phone # to the Consortium if they wish to call themselves.

		283		income guidelines provided by state

		290		I&R utilizes public benefits tool to determine income eligibility.  Bristol's Homecare Department also conducts a public benefits assessment during in-home assessments.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		308		we provide the income/asset guidelines to the inquirer and direct to application

		311		agency-specific form

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA Benefits checkup and paper benefits tool

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide income guidelines by household for applicants. Provide application process. Give telephone numbers of the appropriate agencies.

		341		State Intake Screening form gathers income and household information in screening for potential SNAP recipients

		343		agency in-take tool

		359		online app

		378		Provide "Benefit Quick Check" if they qualify then help with the application process

		384		Visit with the consumer and get to know their needs, resources, assets, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		393		state application online

		394		Poverty guidelines, assessment tool addressing food insecurity,

		395		Based on information gathered during the OC and benefit looks ups and then are referred on if they appear to be eligible.

		398		We have a paper screening tool which outlines the income guidelines; this is provided by the state Department of Agriculture, which they update each year.

		428		Online ASSIST application

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		438		NH Easy/Level I screen

		440		poverty scale, DSS guidelines, UAI

		445		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line.

		447		General questions, will send universal app for snap, etc.

		457		interview about income

		461		Information is provided in a monthly newsletter. Meet with individuals annually and determine eligibility. Have a board detailing eligibility requirements.

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		471		asking about the income and resources and offering assistance with the application process

		473		We ask screening questions.

		478		state standardized tool

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		484		Benefits Counselor

		486		Benefits Analysis

		491		We ask the basic eligibility questions and then refer them

		494		Department of Human Services Document

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with SNAP? We will provide Information on where to apply.

		508		onlinw only if this is asked for by consumer

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits.

		516		Agency/state screening tool

		518		Snap coordinator uses a checklist and has a statewide form she also uses.

		520		Questions from our Intake forms

		523		Income info given and SNAP application is sent to consumer

		526		I&R specialists use federal income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to SNAP.

		534		If calling about food assistance they are asked if they have applied for SNAP and if not offer to set up an appointment with a Benefits Counselor

		536		pre intake form

		542		If a caller is seeking assistance with meals including home delivered meals, all options are explored to help supplement current programs.

		546		CIA

		549		FPL

		553		185% of poverty level. I was a SNAP benefit technician in my past employment.

		567		opportunity Council brochure

		577		agency tool and personal questioning.

		580		Income; SSDI, SSI, etc.

		586		detailed intake in the ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center

		605		on line & paper format

		609		I use income guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		guidelines

		624		income and expenses of client

		627		We use the Snap application to qualify potential applicants.

		631		MyDSS Missouri

		646		Washington State benefits checkup

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		We have a SNAP outreach coordinator

		663		We ask income and asset levels and ask if the client is having difficulty affording food.

		665		The SNAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening through our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		We have the actual applications in house,refer to the income levels and assist with apps.

		679		Refer to SNAP income guidelines

		680		Income guidelines

		681		eligibility state sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		694		agency intake form

		696		The MAABD Income Standard Chart off the Medicaid website

		697		NCOA Benefits Checkup tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance

		700		We ask the caller questions concerning income, expenses and household size

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		706		state assessment form

		715		Fill out SNAP form and request supporting documentation be mailed in so agency can fax everything to DHS at one time

		724		State application.

		726		Intake form

		733		AESAP household size and gross income limit chart

		738		Provide information about the program application requirements.

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		Dept. Social Services FIY application and on-line application.

		756		refer to the WIC program

		760		state income guidlines

		761		Welfare application.

		764		We use the Benefit Assistance Form created for our agency.

		765		no formal tool - discuss eligibility and benefits as well as process.

		766		We ask if they are receiving SNAP. If not, we ask about their income level, household size, and if they have $35 or more a month in medical expenses.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for SNAP and refer to local community action agency for application completion

		Tool to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for SNAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Knowledge of Guidelines; Eligibility Criteria; Interview About Income		23.60%		30

		N/A		16.50%		21																The majority of respondents talk about how they use their knowledge of the SNAP program guidelines/eligibility criteria, and interview the individual about their income and resources; and then someone refer to another organization if they are eligible or direct the individual to the application.

		Agency Tool		16.50%		21																Many respondents use an agency specific tool.

		Intake Form/Income Assessment Form		11.80%		15

		Federal Poverty Guidelines		4.70%		6																Other responses include: knowledge of the Federal Poverty Guidelines; intake form; state tool; BenefitsCheckUp

		State Tool		4.70%		6

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.90%		5

		Statewide Assessment Tool		3.10%		4

		Designate Staff Person		2.40%		3

		SNAP Website		2.40%		3

		State Application		2.40%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.60%		2

		Needs Assessment		1.60%		2

		Individual Asks About Financial Assistance		1.60%		2

		Benefits Cheat Sheet		0.80%		1

		Nutrition Screening Tool		0.80%		1

		All Food Options Explored		0.80%		1

		Tool Approved by DHS		0.80%		1

		USDA Site		0.80%		1

		Benefits Sites		0.80%		1

		Common Help Application		0.80%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale		0.80%		1

		ADRC Home Assessment		0.80%		1

		Information from Local Department of Social Services		0.80%		1

		Welfare Application		0.80%		1





27. Application SNAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		54.90%		195

		No		30.40%		108

		Do not know		7.00%		25

		Other		7.60%		27

				Totals		355

		Other		Count

		Again, AAAs		1

		As Requested		1												Other: Refer out for example to AAA's and ADRC's; contractors/subcontractors/different department in office; only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application; refer to their website; sometimes/occasionally/if needed; only if assisting with other applications (do not just do SNAP)

		Contract with ADRCs to assist		1

		For elders who may need assistance		1												Comments:

		IN process of submitting applicaiton to provide SNAP application assistance		1												ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1												We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		Online ASSIST application for SNAP and other public benefits through Division of Social Services (DSS)		1												Several who said that SNAP is handled by their state agency/DHS

		Only if it is with an MSP or LTC Medicaid application.		1

		Refer to website		1

		Referred to one of our contractors		1

		Sometimes		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Typically, Participants are referred to CommonHelp or Local Social Service agency for the most assistance, but as a Peer Mentor I assist with this process upon Participant\'s request.		1

		Yes, on a different floor in my same building		1

		as requested		1

		dependent on county		1

		if needed		1

		occasionally		1

		only as part of the CCP eligibility process		1

		only if doing other applications; we do not do just SNAP		1

		sometimes		1

		we refer		1

		we refer other agencies and organizations.		1

		Totals		23

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for SNAP? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		A discussion with the consumer that identifies the need for SNAP will start the PCC process and application process looking at guidelines..

		1		ADSS worked with DHR several years ago to develop a Simplified Elderly Food Assistance Form that is being utilized and helped to increase the # of seniors applying.  The form went from multiple pages to one front and back.

		1		Benefits Data Trust does this in Philadelphia.

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		1		Contracted providers and community partners provide these services as well as some of our specialists in rural counties.

		1		DCOA has a DC Economic Security Administration employee co-located 3 days/week to assist older adults and people with disabilities with enrollment in SNAP and initial Medicaid applications. We also have a team of Social Workers who can assist if the ESA worker is out/busy.

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		I feel we are answering the same question.

		1		I fill out SNAP applications, re-certifications, interim reports, and appeals.

		1		I think if a consumer has set a goal to apply and see if eligible for SNAP this would be something that our staff would be willing to assist with.

		1		IR Department provides general information and will send out the application upon request.  If application assistance is required an intake for Option Counseling can betaken. Consumer enrolled in our agency programs are screened annual by their case manager for all public benefits.

		1		If financial picture of caller would indicate eligibility for SNAP we will send them application or provide instructions on how to apply on-line. We will complete application for them and send to them to sign.

		1		If needed, if they cant access through Opportunity Council or the CSO

		1		If the client is unable to apply on their own.

		1		If the consumer is needing support then they are provided application assistance.

		1		If the individual needs assistance with these applications we can assist them.

		1		If they need help

		1		Just mail paper applications

		1		Local ADRCs assist by using the state\'s Medicaid application processes - most often online, but can be a hardcopy submittal

		1		Local service

		1		Only to clients we are providing options counseling for other in-home services.

		1		Only when filling out a full application for Medicaid or MSP

		1		Options Counselors will provide this support when needed.

		1		Our Homecare Department has a benefits specialist who assists our consumers.

		1		Our investigators may assist with the Pennsylvania Compass Application Process.

		1		Over the phone assistance may be provided to an elder if they are unable to apply online/no access to a computer or if they can\'t go to an access site.

		1		Over the phone help or they can come in for help w/ app. We also can contact the BSS if there are questions/concerns but the BSS determines eligibility.

		1		Provide application or info on web site

		1		Provide applications, and help with paperwork that is hard to understand

		1		Refer them to the Reno SNAP rep who comes to the community pantry each month.

		1		Refer to AAAD

		1		Refer to CAO

		1		Refer to agency who has outreach workers to assist in application.

		1		Refer to other entities

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		SNAP is handled by a state agency and is not outsourced

		1		SNAP now requires a telephone interview, I help my consumer with this process

		1		They offer case management services.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		Through Case Management if help is needed

		1		We assist seniors that are sixty and older with filling out the application for SNAP when requested by the individual.

		1		We direct the inquirer on how to apply online or on paper.  If a client needs assistance we will assist.

		1		We have a grant from NCOA to assist with SNAP applications.  Therefore we have the ability to provide in-depth assistance.  We help people contact banks for past statements; help people get copies of missing documents etc.  Our SNAP counselor is well trained in knowing all the legitimate  income deductions that help people qualify for maximum benefits.  The average award a recipient receives is significantly higher than the statewide average when we assist caller complete the applications.  We submit the applications and track them in our state data system.  When there are problems encountered with granting eligibility , we see that in the state data system and troubleshoot the problem immediately instead of waiting for mailed notices to consumers who may or may/not follow up with a call to us for assistance.

		1		We have many agency\'s that assist with DHHS applications. We would refer to these agencies as they are experienced. If an individual would feel more comfortable working with our staff we would assist them with the application.

		1		We help people apply if they request our assistance.  We do not do it for them.

		1		We provide income guidelines and then refer them to an appropriate agency to handle the paperwork.

		1		We provide them with the contact information for a SNAP worker based out of the Greater Boston Food Bank. She works directly with our consumers to help them solve problems and complete applications. The turn around time is quicker through her.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer the consumer to their local Welfare office.

		1		We refer to Jobs and Family Services

		1		We send them directly to SNAP

		1		We would only assist as a reasonable accommodation when the individual literally could not complete the application on his or her own.

		1		We would refer to DHS

		1		When needed

		1		forms and application assistance are available as needed

		1		grant funds make this happen.

		1		options counselors

		1		refer to DHS

		1		refer to DHS for this program to inquire often

		1		specifically we provide the form or refer them to Compass website

		1		typically refer to common help (DSS website or call center)

		1		upon request of the individual

		1		we use volunteers to help with this.

		1		when individuals have difficulty reading or writing
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28. Screen for LIHEAP

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.20%		162

		No		46.40%		163

		Do not know		7.40%		26

				Totals		351

		Do I&R/A specialists in your agency screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)? - comments

		Count		Response

		1		502 form ---- also referrals to OACAC

		1		Again no income data is obtained during I&R process																																								Comments:

		1		Applications are kept at this office, people stop by and pick them up or ask for them to be mailed																																								Referrals to AAA's or ADRC's

		1		Because we are the funding agency - we typically will determine if energy assistance is a need, and refer to the appropriate entity																																								May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Callers are warm transferred to the local Area Agency on Aging under contract.																																								Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Callers/visitors are screened our staff Case Managers.																																								Refer to other agency

		1		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.																																								Several people said: We don't actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		Connecting people with LIHEAP occurs locally at ADRCs

		1		Contract with ADRCs.

		1		DSS income guidelines, UAI

		1		Depends on IL Plan

		1		Do not provide direct services

		1		HEAP

		1		However on reservation programs come and go so fast.

		1		If the need is mentioned we direct them to the CAP

		1		If they are indicating they are having trouble paying those bills, we will ask if they have LIHEAP.

		1		Information is provided as to where they can obtain those services.

		1		Information is provided to the community once it is identified as a need, and an opportunity in solving a problem.

		1		Local ADRCs conduct this work on a regular basis

		1		May not screen but provide information as a resource for related topics.

		1		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		1		No screening but referrals to DSS & DSSC.

		1		OC are aware of the guidelines and then offer the resource is the consumer appears to be eligible.

		1		Our local LIHEAP office prefers new consumers appear at their office.

		1		Participants are referred to local social service agency for the most assistance with this. As a Peer Mentor I may assist with this process, to some extent, upon Participant\'s request

		1		Periodically with people who have that need.

		1		Refer callers to appropriate agences

		1		Refer for eligibility determination.

		1		Refer to other agency

		1		Refer to the program or Pathways for assistance.

		1		Referred to the DC Dept. of the Environment and Energy

		1		Response is for Adult Protective Services program only

		1		Several non-profits in our service area have the contract for LiHEAP.

		1		The Benefits Counselors  screen for LIHEAP

		1		They are referred to Clayton County Community Service Authority who oversee the LIHEAP with Social Workers.

		1		This is done by the ADRCs.

		1		This is something they would be referred to HACAP to screen for.

		1		Through subcontractors

		1		Virginia\'s fan care/cooling assistance/fuel assistance programs

		1		We are incorporated with Community Action Programs which house an energy assistance program

		1		We do for the Federal program HOME Choice

		1		We do not specifically ask but will provide information on eligibility, provide application and information on agencies who provide assistance based on need and reason for call.

		1		We don\'t actively screen, but if people call with questions about LIHEAP, we answer them, and refer as needed.

		1		We don\'t have a formalized process for this, but will offer it when the subject comes up during the I&R contact.

		1		We don\'t necessarily do screenings, but If someone needs help in that area we do help and referred how to get that help.

		1		We make referrals to the program

		1		We provide a contact number for these services.

		1		We provide consumers with this information if it is an identified need

		1		We provide information and referral to this agency to low income home owners.

		1		We refer individuals to various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA or the local Department of Transitional Assistance office

		1		We refer persons that call for utility assistance to local DHS or tribal programs.

		1		When called for utility assistance I see if the qualify for LIHEAP if it is available at that time.

		1		When clients ask about our utility assistance program we always ask if they have also applied for energy assistance, and if not we help them with the application

		1		agency specialists refer to community partners.  Rural county specialists (contracted with agency) provide assistance directly

		1		fill out app and forward to the dept.

		1		indirectly, we screen income, and source of income. if budgeting is an issue for consumer LIHEAP referral is made

		1		make referrals to appropriate agencies

		1		on a case to case basis

		1		refer to DHS for this program often

		1		refer to DHS or fill out masonic app for utility bill

		1		then refer

		1		using the income guidelines for the current fiscal year as distributed by the federal government

		1		we do not specifically screen but we do ask if they need assistance and will refer.

		1		we refer

		1		we tell them about LIHEAP and can provide an application.

		1		would refer to Community Action Agency if it looked like the client met the income guidelines
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29. Screening Tool LIHEAP

		If yes, please describe the tool or process your agency uses to screen inquirers for potential eligibility for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program).

		ResponseID		Response

		12		Universal Intake Form and Resource Cheat sheets

		28		BenefitsCheckUp and desk reference for income eligible guidelines.

		53		State wide tool.

		60		IR department screens individual and refers them to the local agencies contracted to provide LIHEAP.

		74		We use the federal poverty guidelines to determine potential eligibility.

		99		Agency Tool, inclusive of all extra help programs.

		102		ASCAP assessment has financial information.

		107		same as previous answers on screening tool.

		116		Share the eligibility criteria provided by Community Action

		117		Intake

		129		Agency intake tool which gathers income and asset data

		138		Uniform Assessment Instrument

		142		applications and information that we receive from our local department of social services.

		146		Again we utilize a needs assessment on every intake consumer

		166		We use the statewide data base to collect information from client and then based on this information our staff assists with options counseling regarding an individual's eligibility for this service based on the client's desired outcomes for help.

		171		Intake form/assessment

		174		intake

		176		screening for eligibility

		177		Most of my clients are living below federal poverty guidelines. Hence, it is imperative that I assist them with applications for the LIHEAP program and other heating assistance programs in my community.

		182		DHHS income/resource guideline sheet

		187		Through our intake procedures we refer people to the appropriate agency if they need this service.

		197		We ask the person if they have applied for HEAP and ask their income if it is a problem they present to us.

		205		After inquiry of income source and amount, refer to Community Action Programs for application forms.

		216		Our staff assist the person to fill out the forms and we can submit the information and the program will review the information and approve the person for assistance.

		221		I&A Specialist screen for LIHEAP eligibility in the same way as SNAP benefits - based on income, assets and need.

		223		We share this information anytime someone calls and asks for financial assistance.

		226		Intake and Benefits Check Up

		228		If inquiries are made we assisted in phone calls and applications

		230		It varies across the state, our locals have all the state and federal program eligibility information. If the constituent expresses a concern about their home's energy bill, this can serve as a trigger for staff to look at programs like LIHEAP.

		242		agency specific intake form and questioning

		248		Whatever the resource is in Refer.

		250		We use a general questioner we have created to narrow in the eligibility.  We then have Options Counselors assist with full eligibility and application process.

		252		we use the application as the screening tool.

		253		AAA statewide assessment tool

		276		We do not screen them in our agency, but we do provide the application and refer them to DHHS.

		290		I&R department attends an annual LIHEAP training sponsored by local Community Action Agencies, and is provided with application assistance training, overview of guidelines, and education.

		293		Review consumer's income and resources

		302		program tool

		308		all inquiries are offered energy assistance as an option to supplement their utility expenses

		311		agency-specific process

		312		Universal app from state

		328		NCOA benefits checkup and paper screening

		329		Agency specific screening tool

		333		Provide callers with income guidelines by household size.

		334		Asking their income

		339		That is a separate "Energy" Department--not familiar with the tools.

		341		State Intake Screening Tool

		359		Universal app Close relationship with Housing located in our building

		373		LEAP guidelines

		378		"Benefit Quick Check" referral form.  My consumer receives a telephone call to process the application via telephone.

		384		Visit with consumer and see what their needs are, resources are, see if they fall within the eligibility guidelines, etc

		386		Agency specific intake form

		395		Based on questions asked of the consumer and benefit look ups.

		398		Our local LIHEAP program annually sends us a screening tool which we can print out; it outlines the financial eligibility criteria. Our state's Department of Commerce also runs a website that has an online screening tool, where the individual can be screened and receive an appointment to the local agency which oversees the program.

		410		Basic screening and then referral

		422		We send the individual the LIHEAP application and explain  to the individual the process required to completing the application. (ie; the need to go to the local community action organization to apply)

		428		Referred to online ASSIST application process.

		432		intake form

		437		1. WIAAA Title III Intake form 2. Benefit Checkup 3. Age Options' (AAA) Chart of Benefits by Income Level (extremely useful tool) 4. Information and training provided by the IL Senior Health Insurance Program. 5. Continued education on programs and services

		440		DSS  income guidelines, UAI

		447		General interview over the phone.

		453		We ask if the individual is having trouble paying their heating bill.

		455		conversations/option counseling

		456		If a client is requesting utility assistance and has low income we offer them the heating assistance application and help them complete it if needed.

		457		interview about income

		462		Client intake form

		463		Intake Form

		470		HEAP applications are completed

		471		asking about income and referring to the program which our agency does

		473		We ask screening questions.

		482		Local ADRCs use the statewide ADRC CMIS intake and screening tools

		483		We use the intake form that ask specific questions about income.

		486		Benefits analysis.

		494		DHS documents

		495		if they are low income we encourage them to apply

		496		Talk to consumers regarding their income and will ask if they are connected with LIHEAP? Direct them on how to apply

		515		We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Agency screening tool

		523		Training provided for I&R workers annually. Consumer can come to office or workers will go to home, or are referred to local COA

		526		I&R Specialists use income guidelines and program requirements to screen and refer consumers to agencies that distribute LIHEAP funds.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		541		Web site

		542		We would screen callers based on their expressed need for energy assistance.

		549		FPL

		550		Screened during assessment for housing.

		553		I was a LIHEAP technician in my past employment.

		562		just an income verification process

		566		We assist applicants who have questions regarding the application and the process.  We review the application in its entirety before the applicant leaves the property and then scans / emails the application to the Energy Assistance contact

		567		opportunity council information

		580		Refer to Community Action Programs.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division

		590		Intake form

		605		on-line

		609		I use income and SNAP eligibility guidelines

		610		internal screening tool

		613		screening tool

		624		application

		627		We use the LIHEAP application form.

		631		Over the phone assessment and then mail application

		642		conversation with the consumer regarding needs and if this presents an issue than it could p[possibly be referred for PCC oar the I&A worker can assist with the application if needed or mail one out to  consumer.

		646		We partner with the local human services agency to prescreen individuals for the program.  The ADRC provides application assistance.

		653		income guidelines are compared to household income but we refer to another program for full assistance and eligibility

		657		Self Sufficiency Scale

		659		Mail them the application or the Options Counselors will help them complete

		662		Discuss income guidelines

		663		We identify if a person is having trouble paying for their electric or for other basic needs and we ask income and asset information.

		665		LIHEAP income guidelines

		666		we use a 4 page assessment tool approved by Medicaid.  We screen for all services a client may qualify for

		669		Universal Intake Screening in our PeerPlace computer system.

		675		Use the income level, guidelines and provide phone number.

		679		LIHEAP income guideline and application assistance and telephone numbers to the local CAO and other appropriate agencies to complete paperwork.

		681		eligibility sheet

		683		It is in our Home Services Screening Tool

		693		In-house Agency form

		694		agency intake form

		695		Utilize annual  income & asset criteria established by program

		696		I have a DWSS income qualification chart for EAP Eligibility

		697		NCOA Benefits Check up Tool

		698		Intake, Referral, Assistance https://myohepstatus.org/

		699		application form provided but not discussed at length, if they indicate low income we will provide them with application.

		700		We ask questions concerning income and household size.

		701		agency devised benefits roster

		724		State application

		726		LIHEAP guidelines published annually

		733		Income chart and client request

		752		If they know that the consumer's income is low, they will assist that consumer with applying for those benefits using those forms

		755		We utilize the form provided by the energy assistance agencies.

		756		application given

		761		Energy Assistance Program Application.

		764		Our Benefit Assistance Form

		765		no formal screening - discuss eligibility and make referral.

		766		We refer to the income criteria provided by our local LIHEAP provider organizations.

		770		Provide state income guidelines for LIHEAP and assist with application completion if needed

		Tool to Screen for Potential Eligibility for LIHEAP - Text Analysis

		Value		Percent		Count

		Income eligible guidelines/conversation with individual/discuss eligibility/screen based on income, assets, and needs		39.30%		46

		N/A		14.50%		17														Respondents noted that they often will discuss income guidelines/eligibility; screen based on income, assets, and needs

		Agency Tool		11.10%		13

		Intake Form		10.30%		12														Agency tool

		Help fill out applications (don't screen first); use the application as a screening tool		7.70%		9

		BenefitsCheckUp		3.40%		4														Many respondents also noted that they will share information and/or either give/send the application to the individual or they will help them fill out the application, and use the application itself as the screening tool

		Options Counseling		3.40%		4

		Statewide tool		2.60%		3														Two respondents said: screened during assessment for housing; close relationship with housing

		DHHS/DSS income/resource guidelines		2.60%		3

		Share information		2.60%		3

		Universal Intake Form		1.70%		2

		Federal Poverty Level		1.70%		2

		Program Tool		1.70%		2

		Universal Application from the state		1.70%		2

		Uniform Assessment Instrument		0.90%		1

		Applications and Information from the local Department of Social Services		0.90%		1

		Needs Assessment		0.90%		1

		Statewide database		0.90%		1

		State intake screening tool		0.90%		1

		4 page assessment approved by Medicaid		0.90%		1

		Self-Sufficiency Scale				1





30. Application Assist LIHEAP

		Does your agency provide application assistance to individuals applying for LIHEAP (the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		46.00%		162

		No		40.60%		143

		Do not know		6.50%		23

		Other		6.80%		24

				Totals		352

		Other		Count

		Benefits Counselors		1								What did people say for other?:

		HOME Choice applicants		1

		Local ADRCs conduct this work		1								Referred to local social services agency, ADRC, AAA; through subcontractors; the agency handling the applications

		Participants are referred to local social services agency for the most assistance. As a Peer Mentor, I may assist with this process, to some extent, at the request of the Participant.		1								At times will provide application assistance, when needed.

		Refer to those that complete the applicaitons (in some cases funded providers).		1								Only if they are a part of a program withing their agency (the money management program)

		Referral to AAAs		1								Provide the application (but not assistance)

		Referrals made to Community Action		1

		They are referred to the Area Agency on Aging or their community action agency		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		We refer them to Community Action in their County and also 211		1

		advocates may do that		1

		at times, when needed		1

		county dependent		1

		mostly done at local Community Action Agency, however we will help if needed		1

		only if they are part of the money management program		1

		provide the application		1

		same as above		1

		same as last answer if a goal is set		1

		we refer		1

		we refer them to the agency handling the applications		1

		Totals		20
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31. Promising Practices

		Please describe any promising practices used in your agency for outreach, screening, or application assistance for individuals potentially eligible for Medicare low-income subsidies, SNAP, and/or LIHEAP.

		ResponseID		Response

		12		As previously noted for SNAP there is a simplified form for those 60 .  All goals are broken down to county level and social security information is used to target counties showing eligible individuals for LIS.  There is also a Continuing Education Program with our Auburn University School of Pharmacy (HSOP) that provides a certification and CEU Training to Pharmacist who are trained on targeting those who might qualify for LIS and SHIP Counseling by training them on these programs and the ADRC and there is a referral system set up for the pharmacist to make referrals to the ADRC.  This program continues to grow and is a great way to target our rural population for LIS, SNAP and LIHEAP.  People have just known to contact the AAA/ADRC for years when they know the LIHEAP and Project Share funds are available.		*		Pharmacist program

		28		Those that do New to Medicare classes find that sharing this information sometimes reaches attendees aging parents.

		31		Representative from the social service center comes to our office on Tuesday, Wednesdays and Thursdays to assist clients by appointment only with SNAP & Medicaid benefits.		*		SS rep

		38		We do not have any. Majority of requests for SHINE and SNAP come through home care case managers.

		39		A social service rep sees inquires by appointment in our office. He's available 3 days/week		*		SS rep

		45		refer to county outreach worker or to county DHS

		47		Our agency continues to identify and develop relationships with various community organizations such as Community Action Committee of Cape Cod, their local COA and the local Department of Transitional Assistance office		*		Develop community relationships

		52		We have literature for LIS at Health Fairs, Presentations, and during Open Enrollment Period for Medicare Part D				Literature at events

		53		Local health fairs , flyers at meal sites and senior centers, houses of worship and community centers and senior housing and doctor's offices.		*		Flyers around community (dr. office)

		60		Annually and per request our staff review financial eligibility for benefits.  We use a chart to help staff review all benefits and track the status of applications.  Recently, Tri-Valley Elder Services,  one of our ADRC partners became a Benefits Enrollment Center.  They have bi-weekly office hours at our site.  Now our IR department can refer consumer to the BEC.		*		Local ADRC that is a BEC will have office hours at their agency; can also refer to the BEC

		64		Informational flyer on SNAP benefits are given out thru outreach events, email inquires, walk-ins and mail-outs				Handout info flyers

		74		Our agency is a Benefits Enrollment Center for NCOA and collaborates with many area agencies to reach seniors and the disabled to ensure all those who might be eligible for a benefit are given the opportunity to apply for those benefits.  We utilize PSAs, Social Media, Enrollment Events		*		Collaboration with many AAA's

		79		We do screening and help with the Extra Help application on paper or  on line. We also screen consumer to send to the appro

		87		We make referrals to our SHINE Program for Low Income subsidies, for SNAP we mail paper applications and for LIHELP we make referrals to the places identified in our data base

		93		Benefits counselors screen all Medicare clients for low income subsidies, SNAP  & LIHEAP		*		Screen all Medicare clients for low-income subsidies, SNAP, and LIHEAP

		99		Partnering with other agencies and community partners.				Partnering with other agencies and community partners

		113		help the client fill out app and then refer the app to the right program.

		115		Hawaii MAGI and Low Income Standards

		117		Attend community outreach events such as homeless coalition events etc		*		Community outread events- homeless coalition events

		129		For SNAP we have worked with NCOA to create facebook ads and we have used SNAP materials provided by NCOA  our website.  These materials are updated monthly and new info is sent out to our email database using Salesforce.		*		FaceBook Ads

		132		none

		134		We do not do formal screening, but we do not refer people if we know they do not meet income guidelines

		144		referral to Community Action or Meals on Wheels or JFS.

		146		TARP staff has participated in several trainings on Medicare subsidies and screen consumers utilizing a needs assessment during the intake process		*		Trainings for staff on Medicare subsidies

		172		We enquire if they are using the service and if not refer to agency

		173		None that I know of.

		176		specific outreach to subsidized and affordable housing communities; advertising on social media and website, presentations to community centers and other local organizations.		*		Outreach to subsidized and affordable housing

		177		Having an honest communication with the client.

		180		Our staff uses an I&A contact form and gathers required demographics. Demographics are important as we cover 17 counties. Our staff participates in ongoing training, community collaborative meeting to learn about programs/eligibility. One staff member is MMAP counselor & our agency is AIRS members.				Training for staff/community collaborative meetings

		185		NA

		188		We keep applications on hand at all times. give assistance if needed.

		193		We have a MIPPA specialist employed at our agency who is able to provide direct assistance and training for Medicare.  SNAP application is pretty straight forward process online.  LIHEAP is advertised directly through utility companies and community partners.

		197		We have a NYConnects liason in our office who assists people with finding agencies that can help with these things.  She has assisted clients in applications for SNAP and HEAP.

		204		None to report.

		205		Agency is part of the No Wrong Door process for State of Hawaii.  We are in development phase and providing information to the oversight team.

		212		na

		214		We contract with two agencies that provide Older Adult Care Management and they assist, in person, with these types of programs.

		215		We have a Community Mainstream Program and referrals are placed to this program to screen individuals.

		216		Again we will help the person to fill out the forms and submit the information from our office.

		218		Regular, widespread media outlets across media/across multiple communities		*		Media outlets

		220		our screening process 502

		221		Our SHIP program holds many Benefits Check Up events and Part D Open Enrollment Events during the year which allows them to screen for all of these programs.		*		Benefits Check Up and Part D Enrollment Events

		223		We are a formal partner with the state department that issues those services.

		224		Our Agency uses other community partners such as Clayton County DFCS and Clayton County Community Service Authority to provide assistance with SNAP and LIHEAP.  Medicare low income subsidies are done through Georgia CARES SHIP.

		226		We recently received a BEC grant from NCOA and are working on outreach through that grant in increase the number of people we assist

		228		We had an in service provided by SNAP intake coordinator that consumers attended

		232		We coordinate with the other agencies to promote sign-up programs and informational seminars about the programs.		*		Coordinate with other agencies for sign-up programs and seminars about programs

		246		we work very closely with other agency to identify and help with these programs				Work with other agencies

		248		work with each of these agencies to ensure we are meeting their requirements to complete their applications and screening tools

		249		Currently in discussions with State regarding application assistance.		*		In discussion with state regarding application assistance

		250		We offer walk in enrollment days in conjunction with current financial applications individuals are in need of assistance with.   We have focused around rent reimbursement and senior farmers nutrition programs.

		252		We have created the Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo which are interactive games to promote the various benefits people are eligible for.  Fit & Fun interactive "fun" game/health fair.		**		Wheel of Benefits and Benefit Bingo

		257		Our agency has a robust resource folders, by category, on our server. We have all of the criteria for eligibility in these resource folders - however we never indicate guaranteed approval as most programs are until funding runs out - information we would not have details on.

		258		Verification and accuracy of information on application assistance.

		259		Cross education on the program eligibility and proper referral sources

		264		We provide information from Dept. of Social Services and CLAIM

		276		We ask, we have table tents about Medicare LIS programs at our senior centers, we make a point of noting information about this when we are participating in outreach events.		*		Outreach events; senior centers

		277		We collaborate with our SHIP and rural ADRC programs to administer the MIIPA program and conduct community outreach in 7 counties. We also implemement a SNAP-Ed program utilizing evidence-based interventions to encourage low-income older adults to eat more fruits and vegetables and increase their physical activity.		**		Collaboration with SHIP and ADRC; SNAP-Ed program

		280		Our agency will refer out to other agencies that provide this service. The advocate working with the family will accompany the family to other agency to help with the process.		*		Advocate will accompany the family to the other agency

		283		More outreach to form the community of our services, DSS services and how to apply

		286		we only look at this once we are assessing someone for the IDOA Community Care Program

		288		None. We refer them other agencies.

		292		We continually try to keep our resources updated so that we can direct persons to the existing programs in the community.

		293		Facebook, multi-lingual outreach (Korean and Spanish mostly), community events		**		Multi-lingual outreach

		295		We do not provide this service. We would refer them to their local welfare office.

		297		These are programs that our options counselor screens for or refers to other agencies as needed.

		308		Many inquiries are confused by Medicare coverage and are appreciative of assistance.  Many inquiries are not aware of subsidy assistance for Medicare or Energy Assistance and I&R is the first time they have been told of this assistance.

		311		We have two staff who are specifically cross-trained in SHIP and I&A, and the SHIP and I&A program staff work very closely together to cross-refer to ensure that clients are connected with all the benefits for which they are eligible.		*		SHIP and I&A staff work very closely together

		318		During I&R contacts, staff will inquire about possible needs consumer has in regards to these various programs.

		328		sending flyers in Senior Food Boxes(CSFP)-partnering with food banks, Local food pantries, and local Housing authorities to provided targetted screening.		**		Partner with food banks, local good pantries, and local housing; send flyers in Senior Food Boxes (CSFP)

		333		Public speaking engagements to senior housing, senior centers, AARP Chapters, clubs, churches; bi-monthly newsletter, county website.		*		Public speaking engagements around community

		334		We have a quick reference sheet that we use for income eligibility				Quick reference sheet for income eligibility

		340		If there is a need for these services then we can provide the information to them.

		341		Flyers, community events, presentations at senior community centers				Events in community

		343		CPP program

		347		SNAP and Medicare we assist with the application process.  LIHEAP we provide referrals to agencies who process energy assistance, but can assist with filling out application and gathering required documentation.

		349		As a SHINE Counselor, I outreach at local senior centers and housing.

		359		We are housed in the same building as housing so communication is easy.  Universal App eases identification.

		378		During my Outreach, I educate consumer of "Benefit Quick Check" form that I update every year		*		Benefit quick check form

		384		Available for one on one. group, family meetings - ability to meet at consumer's home, our office or other place they are comfortable, LISTENING TO THE CONSUMER and letting them know that they are important and that I will assist them or be HONEST with them if they are not eligible for the assistance they want to apply for

		393		During all options counseling session when income information is collected individuals are encouraged, and often assisted on the spot, to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies if appropriate.		*		Often assisted on the spot to apply for Medicare low-income subsidies

		395		SLL side there is targeted outreach for the LIS program based on data received as the SHIP from CMS.

		397		presentations are conducted on what the income guidelines and resource limits are.

		398		I am not aware of any special practices our agency has regarding these programs. Screening and assisting individuals is built in to our everyday work. Every time we do an outreach event, we bring information on these programs to provide education to individuals in our community, and at these events we will make follow-up contacts with individuals who would like screening and application help.		*		Make follow-up contacts at events

		400		It is something discussed during intake assessment calls with new consumers, but if they wish to not pursue or make it a goal, we do not push them.

		406		expos and fairs

		410		We do community presentations in facilities that assist low income people. We offer application assistance and referral for all programs listed.		*		Events in facilities that assist low-income people

		422		We have  a designated individual whom this is her job responsibility to assist individuals with Medicare low-income subsidy

		432		Participation in community health fairs and other local events Outreach activities to area senior centers, low income housing, and assisted living facilities				Outreach in community

		434		SOS where coordinators assist in low income communities		*		SOS program

		437		1. Asking income on intake form when taking a call or meeting with an individual. 2. Person Centered Counseling 3. Facilitating conversation about issues and presenting resolutions. 4. Staff with a strong understanding of programs and services. 5. Creating a detailed "cheat sheet" with information on the requirements for all programs and services. 6. Building trusting relationships with those seeking our services.		*		Detailed their process

		440		SOS program where coordinator go to low income communities to to assist with applications.		*		SOS program where coordinator goes to low-incoem communities to assist with apps

		448		We have 1.5 FTE staff who are dedicated Medicare Specialists. They provide 1:1 assistance, education and outreach.

		453		Our Advisory Council members that are Agency Ambassadors are distributing all of the above information in their counties.

		456		If client has low or no income or indicates having difficulty paying bills, we ask about things like health insurance and public assistance and are able to steer people toward programs like these when applicable.

		460		Our Specialists make referrals to these programs for individuals that express a need or appear to be potentially eligible. When needed, our Specialists assist individuals complete these forms if they have challenges that make this process difficult.

		461		I work off-site from ADRC. I do not deal with the LIHEAP program.  However, I do outreach for SNAP.

		464		Our agency has been awarded MIPPA Grant funding that allows the ADRC to do outreach and awareness for Medicare Savings Programs. This year the ADRC had a 3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information.		**		3 month billboard campaign with the ADRC's toll-free number to call for information

		466		assessments, options counseling

		471		we aim to screen every person for these programs. sometimes people do not want to and that is fine but we at least offer the assistance and give them info and options.

		482		In one area of the state, the ADRC is also a local SHIP sponsor and delegated Medicaid portal assister agency so that when individuals contact the agency, they are able to be assisted with all aspects of healthcare coverage options as well as applications to LIHEAP in a one-stop shop. At another ADRC,  MIPPA and other benefit programs are highlighted at the last workshop in each 6-week chronic disease self-management program  (CDSMP) series		*		MIPPA and other benefits highlighted at CDSMP workshop

		486		Benefits Analysis

		490		We refer to other organizations for LiHEAP, WA state for SNAP. For Medicare subsidies, these are provided per staff if requested

		491		We have brochures for the programs that we provide.

		495		we dont screen, if they are low income and want to apply, we help them apply

		496		Talk to Consumer's about the these programs, let them know they exist, how to apply and let them know we can help with the application if needed

		499		We do not do this.

		500		All of the Area Agencies on Aging use the Benefits Check up tool to screnn for potential eligibility for programs.  Our agency  piloted a Benefits Enrollment Center to assist older adults and persons with disabilities getting released from incarceration.  The pilot was embedded in three prison sites.  It has increased awareness of the needs of this population for our contractors.		**		Pilot in prison sites

		506		Application assistance is required upon request

		513		do not know

		515		During our Options Counseling session, we look at all resources possible for the consumer. We use the benefits tool we created to show possible benefits by income and resource limits. We get updates and applications from the state website annually.

		516		Target Senior Centers within typically low-income neighborhoods and conduct 1:1 counseling.  Target Spanish speaking communities to conduct 1:1 counseling.		*		Target low-income neighborhoods; Spanish speaking communities

		518		Anyone calling that is a possible candidate is sent to the appropriate program that could benefit from.

		536		pre intake form & meeting with individual

		540		Community collaboration with other agencies.

		541		Use the web site.

		550		When consumers sign-up at our outreach, they are screened for Medicare low-income subsidies,SNAP and LIHEAP during their assessment for housing.		**		Screened for all these benefits during their assessment for housing

		567		we do a good job reaching eligible individuals. We partner with other agencies to provide services and outreach events to educate the public

		568		The applications are much better.

		574		Scheduled and consistent rural presence i.e. at senior centers, community events, etc.; hold itinerant offices at key state/federal/local locations.

		578		Coordination with other organizations such as Catholic community services and utility companies locally.

		579		N/A

		580		Our agency focus on self-advocacy and peer supports.

		586		Detailed intake information through our ADRC/ Care Connection Resource Center division- Or organization has a "no wrong door" policy to cross refer to many programs in or outside our agency- for example our Geriatric Assessment Program (GAP) collects detailed data from all patients and their Caregivers. The program includes a nurse who collects health history and a nutritional assessment, a social worker who collects cognitive data screening, depression screening, caregiver burden assessment and social work data for other family needs. The balance of the program is a geriatric physician and occupational therapist who identify other health and functional/safety issues for patient and family. They receive referrals to Nevada Senior Services CCRC and other NSS programs including Ramp home safety modifications or Respite Care & Support Services or other state programs i.e. Southern Nevada Senior Law Program

		590		Outreach events, specialized training

		597		We look at their income paperwork and suggest programs they may be interested in applying for.

		600		We are doing more outreach in the rural communities for Medicare assistance. And have reached individuals who did not realize that this type of assistance was available.

		602		Our agency does not provide that service

		610		We use a individual/family assessment tool to screen for multiple needs.

		613		use a tool and make sure that staff is diverse able to assist all that need the help

		622		screen for eligibility for monthly food box from Northern Nevada Food Bank

		627		Educational Seminars We work with our Partners to educate them on all Long Term Support and Services

		628		n/a

		631		There's not much promising in the poverty industry

		634		Refer to agencies that are devoted to that

		637		Apprise coordinator refers individuals to various programs, assists individuals in completing forms

		640		Do not provide direct services

		642		We have a referral we use in our office

		644		The Department of Health and Welfare exclusively determines the Medicaid eligibility of it's clients.

		645		NA

		646		The partnership with Snohomish County Human Services, they come to our offices, we have a scheduled day for signing up.  They assess, gathered the needed documentation, the ADRC provides application assistance especially for individuals with a language barrier.

		663		We sent information to caregivers through a quarterly newsletter.  We put slides on local TV.  We present at agencies throughout our county.		**		Information in newsletter; slides on local tv

		665		General outreach methods

		666		We do community out reach through all programs.  All program managers promote all programs when ever they are out of the office at an event.  The ADRC will have outreach events in the community and at the local senior centers to promote all programs including SNAP and LIHEAP.

		669		We have a wonderful computer system called PeerPlace. We conduct Universal Intake Screening on as many clients as possible to make sure that are receiving the maximum benefit possible for services. We conduct a huge number of follow-ups to follow the client from point A to Z and were approved for the programs.		*		Follow-up to see if approved for program; PeerPlace

		672		We offer the applications and assistance filling them out.

		679		Most information and referral specialist are also trained in PCC- Options Counseling and also APPRISE.

		681		use eligibility sheet

		685		Client's are asked income questions and with the help of the Department of Aging Eligibility Requirements for Select Income -Based Federal & State Programs all programs they qualify for will be offered with help on completion of application

		693		We partner with SHIP.

		695		Consistent monthly outreach to public and partners is steadily  increasing I&A visibility.  Screening  is used for consideration of  multiple program options and opportunities, not simply the one contact was made for

		696		Well, when I first sit down with a new Client, who has brought income DOCS per my request, I look to see what programs would benefit them. Typically there are 2-3 programs I assist them in applying for. Success rate is very high as I've prescreened them first.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		698		Making calls, sending out workers to homes, evaluating eligibility

		699		APPRISE counselors meet with consumers in the community and at our office; we provide the application forms for SNAP and LIHEAP as well as tax and rent rebates.

		701		We screen everyone who calls about a financial need for all benefits.  Sometimes there is no direct assistance for what they are calling, but we can gain them additional income from the benefits to use to meet their need

		702		Agency uses  ABE website screening tool when giving application assistance.

		715		SNAP co-ordinator will be hired to perform these functions.

		726		Programs with income guidelines are published in our monthly newsletter with information on how to get assistance with applications		**		Programs with income guidelines are published in monthly newslettter

		732		Outreach occurs locally during information fairs, connecting with the community.

		738		We have the MIPPA grant. Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing communities when invited.		*		Create and distribute flyers about MSP/LIS. Speak at affordable housing events

		747		Monthly SNAP-Ed workshops are conducted at each of the county's 7 congregate meal sites.		**		SNAP-Ed workships at congregate meal sites

		752		Assistance is provided through outreach and advertising though the APPRISE program

		753		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.

		755		Senior centers, low income housing, community centers, senior summits, community resource fair etc

		757		Having a DC Department of Human Services (DHS) worker from their Economic Security Administration (ESA) co-located at DCOA is extremely customer-friendly, and helpful for older adults and people with disabilities who cannot wait in long lines for hours at one of DHS's enrollment sites. DC residents can make an appointment with the ESA worker housed at DCOA, and not have to wait at all. He primarily signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid.		**		Individuals can make an appointment with DHS ESA worker and not have to wait in line at one of DHS's enrollment sites- signs people up for SNAP and Medicaid

		759		The Ohio Department of Aging is working with the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services and the Ohio Association of Food Banks to increase awareness among seniors of the opportunity for enrollment/participation.

		761		Home Visits

		763		N/a

		764		We have benefits assistance sites through out the city. I & A  will schedule appointments for the caller  to meet with a MSW one on one.

		765		The use of volunteers has been challenging but is heading in the right direction.  high turnover of volunteers and many staff hours to train/re-train them on the process.  But once they're trained and committed to a regular volunteer schedule, this has been a big help.		*		Use of volunteers

		766		Making presentations where we describe the eligibility has been helpful to getting beneficiaries' attention.

		770		Would like to develop an overall screening tool for all programs





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		Does your agency use BenefitsCheckUp® (https://www.benefitscheckup.org/) to screen individuals for potential eligibility for benefits programs?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		18.10%		63

		No		52.00%		181

		Do not know		18.40%		64

		Other		11.50%		40

				Totals		348

		Other		Count

		Sometimes		2						Examples of other:

		At times		1

		Churchill Area Regional Transportation is a transportation provider.		1						Many people said sometimes/occassionally

		Depends on need		1						Found in challenging- may try to use the new version

		Found it cumbersome, may start to use the new version		1						One staff member may use it, but not the team

		I use it, not the team		1						Long process

		Local ADRCs/SHIP may used benefits checkup		1						Use it as a training tool

		Not often, too long of process		1						Provide the website to individuals/family members for self-screening

		Others in our Agency do.		1

		Our contractors use this tool.  It is not normally used for brief calls to our agency.		1

		Some AAA\'s use benefits check up, most use as a training tool to help new ADRC and other AAA staff who need the experience.  All ADRC staff have been trained to use it.		1

		Sometimes, but not often as it takes too long.		1

		Staff is aware but this data is not tracked.		1

		The website is provided to individuals or family members for self-screening		1

		Through subcontractors		1

		Unsure staff may be using this		1

		Very occasionally		1

		We could but generally do not have enough staff for the 1:1 case management		1

		We will provide a computer fo the consumer to use the website themselves or assist them if they want assistance.		1

		Yes in some areas of the state; however, for LIS and MSP most local agencies use direct application processes, i.e. SSA and state Medicaid applications		1

		advocates may do that		1

		agency screening form		1

		background checks in general		1

		have experimented with it		1

		newer staff do, more seasoned staff find it easier to screen for benefits using other means		1

		occasionally		1

		occassionally		1

		on occasion		1

		our local sites do		1

		some rural offices (contractors use)		1

		sometimes		1

		sometimes.		1

		they use the Medicare benefits criteria  and the State Poverty level  and the UAI		1

		this information is provided to consumers for them to look up		1

		two provider agencies use Benefits Checkup		1

		we give the resource to elders; however, do not offer to assist		1

		we have at times		1

		we have in the past used a benefits tool, but we no longer use that.		1

		we refer		1

		Totals		40

		If yes, please share any further information on how your agency uses BenefitsCheckUp® to screen individuals for potential program eligibility.

		ResponseID		Response

		28		We currently have two AAAs that are NCOA BEC grantees that actively use this either in person or over the phone, as well as BEC events.

		49		One of the local AAAs received a grant to become a benefits enrollment center.  We are hoping to utilize this resource more in the future.

		60		Our Options Counselor, who have tablets, on occasion use the BenefitsCheckup in the field.

		74		Our Benefits Enrollment Center staff utilize this tool to ensure every benefit is applied for that the person chooses

		79		By doing the LIS Extra Help

		129		We utilize a group of RSVP (seniors) volunteers who were trained to use Benefits Check Up.  They have locations where they are available a day each month for a couple of hours.  Consumers make appointments at the host sites throughout our region. Additionally, when counselors identify callers who appear eligible for benefit programs based on the info given on the intake form, they offer the opportunity to complete a Benefit Check Up.		***

		132		we use the online resource,

		146		this is run on evryone on Medicare

		215		Community Mainstream Program uses it.

		216		During the open enrollment program we will go through the site or call and receive information so the person has the best benefits.

		218		VERY limited usage

		221		Individuals are provided with the results of their Benefits Check Up and assistance is either given and/or referrals are made.

		226		We have 3 community Specialist who are using this tool at different events through out our service area.

		250		We use Benefits Check up when we are doing full application assistance to ensure all programs offered after we have done a brief screening.

		264		it is on a case by case basis

		290		If a client needs a comprehensive assessment the BenefitsCheckUp will be used with consumers permission.

		293		Only our Reverse Mortgage program uses it, but it is not standard in the I&A Unit

		328		Agency uses online benefits checkup as well as cross references to paper forms.   Sometimes the Benefits checkup doesn;t factor all deductions

		384		I sit with the consumers and we go through it together to see what services they may be eligible for - for those who can't rea or write,I assist them in filling out the applications - for those who do not have internet access, I provide them with printed applications or assist them with the application. I do what the consumer needs to get the application completed and submitted		***

		394		There is a specific person in my office that does the screenings.

		397		It is just used for Low Income Subsidy for Medicare

		398		We have found BenefitsCheckUp to be most useful for the client who calls and says, "I want to know what help I can qualify for." Rather than doing several screenings for different programs, we utilize this tool to be more efficient with screening.

		432		occasionally used

		437		WIAAA uses Benefit CheckUP to screen for all programs and services if the individual is interested. This program is used for all Options Counseling Clients.  Often times I run a Benefit Checkup just to see if there are any new programs and services that I am not yet aware of. This was a great resource for helping me identify programs and services, especially while I was learning and not yet aware of all programs and services.		***

		456		We offer this option but many people are still hesitant to use it.

		487		Some counselors use it, some do not.

		494		at low income housing residents locations

		515		We use BenefitsChenckUp to investigate any other possible services a consumer may qualify for.

		518		helps to see if callers are eligible for  QI1 SLMB  QMB

		533		Assist with completing application

		609		I use this tool occassionally

		610		We use this in addition to an internal assessment tool.

		627		N/A Good Tool

		631		For CDS

		637		Apprise coordinator uses it to check for additional programs available to assist individuals

		646		The ADR specialist goes online or provides the link to the callers.

		697		Benefits Checkup tool used to screen and assist clients with connecting to benefits. The use of the tool has become required for clients who are wishing to be referred to other services/programs in our agency. All calls/clients start with our MAP staff who provide I&R before referral for Meals on Wheels, Title IIIB & E programs can be made to ensure we are serving clients, meeting their needs, and addressing concerns.

		765		volunteers are trained to use BenefitsCheckUp and staff is aware and refer callers to it directly.

		767		Copy on our website, we will complete if we have a walk in consumer or we mail the consumer a copy with a self addressed stamped envelope.

		770		SHIP Coordinator utilizes this site when assisting older adults





32 & 33. BenefitsCheckUp

		



N=348

Agencies that use BenefitsCheckUp®

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []

Other, []



109. Training

		Are I&R/A specialists in your agency given training on the Medicare low-income subsidies (i.e. the Medicare Savings Programs and the Medicare Part D Low-Income Subsidy “Extra Help”)?

		Value		Percent		Count

		Yes		61.50%		182

		No		26.00%		77

		Do not know		12.50%		37

				Totals		296





109. Training

		



N=296

I&R/A Specialists given training on medicare low-income subsidies

Yes, []

No, []

Do not know, []





Promising Practices

■ Community events

■ Interactive games

■ Billboard campaign

■ Benefits Enrollment Center pilot for older adults and persons 
with disabilities getting released from incarceration

■ Work around long lines at enrollment sites

31
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Benefits Outreach
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What the Research Tells Us

• National telephone survey of 
over 1,000 adults aged 60+ 
with incomes below 250% 
FPL

• Asked about knowledge of 
benefits programs, interest in 
programs, where they get 
trusted information, and 
tested messages

• Focus groups with older 
adults & caregivers in four 
cities
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Messaging

• Frame message in 
terms of struggling to 
make choices

• Tell people basic 
income requirements if 
you can (don’t assume 
they know what low 
income means)
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Benefits Outreach Using Facebook

• Pros:
o Minimal budget to run ads
o Easy to turn on/off
o Target service area/audience
o Can reach people unfamiliar with your 

agency

• Cons:
o Need to have mechanism for swift 

response
o May not work if your agency is not 

poised to do outgoing calls
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Facebook Best Practices

• Photos of people facing camera 
perform best

• Call to Action in headline
• Provide upfront information about 

your agency to be transparent
o Include link to website

• Fixed income message/reference to 
Medicare helps target your 
audience
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Resource: Outreach Toolkit

https://www.ncoa.org/centerforbenefits/outreach-toolkit/
 Get all research findings
 Step-by-step guide to running your own 

Facebook ad campaign
 Other guides include:

►Earned media
►Radio ads
►Telephone town halls

https://www.ncoa.org/centerforbenefits/outreach-toolkit/
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Let’s Hear from You!
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Follow up with us

• Contact:
Brandy Bauer: Brandy.Bauer@ncoa.org
Samantha Gardner: sgardner@nasuad.org

• Share our resources
o www.ncoa.org
o www.nasuad.org
o BenefitsCheckUp.org

mailto:Brandy.Bauer@ncoa.org
mailto:sgardner@nasuad.org
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